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Below is a basic description of the main components of your chart. Memorizing these points about your chart will give you the
ability to describe it to any astrologer say at a party, or over the phone. These are the main points that any Vedic Astrologer would
need to know before discussing your chart. The zodiac is a belt of stars that surrounds the equator of the Earth and is divided into
twelve major divisions of space each being 30 degrees of the total 360 degrees of space surrounding the Earth. At the time you were
born, one of these twelve signs was visible in space on the Eastern Horizon from the place you were born. This "rising sign" sets up
the basic structure of your chart and is very important. It is a physical fact that the exact zodiac sign specified in your Vedic chart
was actually rising on the Eastern Horizon as seen from the city of your birth. Also, the positions of the planets given in your chart
were actually exactly wherethe planets were at the time of your birth. Counting the zodiac signs from your rising sign sets up the
houses of the chart. Each sign is ruled by one of the planets, who is then called the lord of that sign. Since each sign is in their order
one of the houses then each planet becomes therefore lord of a house. Actually, most planets rule two houses each, except the Sun
and the Moon, which rule only one each. Each house stands for different affairs of life, and the lord of the house carries that aspects
of life with it wherever it has gone to in the chart. For example, the lord of the 9th house carries with it the ability to grant fortunes,
so the house it goes to in any chart is greatly benefited. Therefore, if the lord of the 9th house is in your 2nd house, which rules your
bank balance situation, then it grants an increase in fortune there, meaning it is a good placement for wealth. Now let's list out your
basic placements:

You have Sagittarius rising. This is also called "your Ascendant" or "your rising sign", and in India it is
called your "lagna" pronounced "lug-na". Since the signs always proceed in a set order from the rising
sign, you thus have Capricorn in your 2nd house, Aquarius in your 3rd house, Pisces in your 4th house,
Aries in your 5th house, Taurus in your 6th house, Gemini in your 7th house, Cancer in your 8th house,
Leo in your 9th house, Virgo in your 10th house, Libra in your 11th house, and Scorpio in your 12th
house.
The Sun is in the 3rd house, in Pisces.
The Moon is in the 10th house, in Libra.
Mars is in the 4th house, in Aries.
Mercury is in the 3rd house, in Auarius.
Jupiter is in the 5th house, in Aries.
Venus is in the 4th house, in Aries.
Saturn is in the 10th house, in Libra.
Rahu is in the 2nd house, in Capricorn.
Ketu is in the 8th house, in Cancer.
Jupiter is lord of the 1st house and is in the 5th.
Saturn is lord of the 2nd house and is in the 10th.
Saturn is lord of the 3rd house and is in the 10th.
Jupiter is lord of the 4th house and is in the 5th.
Mars is lord of the 5th house and is in the 4th.
Venus is lord of the 6th house and is in the 4th.
Mercury is lord of the 7th house and is in the 3rd.
Moon is lord of the 8th house and is in the 10th.
Sun is lord of the 9th house and is in the 3rd.
Mercury is lord of the 10th house and is in the 3rd.
Venus is lord of the 11th house and is in the 4th.
Mars is lord of the 12th house and is in the 4th.

Lordships/Friendships of Planets for Hari Dasi
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This section gives the names of the 9 planets used in Vedic Astrology, along with the Ascendant, which an important point in your chart, much
like a planet. The ascendent is that exact degree in the sign which was rising on the eastern horizon at the time of the event for which the
chart was cast (usually a birth time, but not always). This chart shows the Ascendent and planets along with their exact degree locations in
the signs they were in, as well as which of the 27 principle stars each was under, the lord of that star and the 1/4 division of that star. These
attributes form the basis of your chart and are carefully reviewed by Vedic Astrologers.
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This next section shows where the "Lords of the houses" have gone to. This is an important part of creating the readings for your chart. The
houses stand for various parts of life. The planet that is the "Lord" of the sign in a particular house is responsible for delivering much of that
house's effects. The house where the Lords reside receive that influence. One simple example: The 10th house has much to do with career,
and the 2nd with food. If the lord of the 10th is in the 2nd, the person may be found in a restaurant or food related business. Each house stands
for many things, so the combinations in this way are many.
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This section deals with one aspect of the strengths of the planets known as Sthanabala, which means "Postional Strength". This is only
one of six different factors contributing to the jugdement of a planets strength in the horoscope. Therefore, just because a planet is either
very good (exaulted), or very bad (debilitated) here, it is not the only qualification by which the planet's effects are to be judged. However,
this is one of the most immediately important factors for astrologers to use.
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How To Read The Janam Patri (Birth Chart) Print Out
Rasi / Navamsa / Chandra
Numbers are Zodiac Signs

Vimshottari Dasha

1. Aries

5. Leo

9. Sagittarius

2. Taurus

6. Virgo

10. Capricorn

3. Gemini 7. Libra

11. Aquarius

4. Cancer 8. Scorpio

12. Pisces

Vimshottari is a Sanskrit word meaning
120, and Dasha means ‘State of Life’ or
‘Timeline’. In it means a State of life of
One hundred and twenty years.
Generally, the first column is called
Maha-Dasha, a long period of time. The
second column is called Bhukti, AntarDasha or Sub-period and the third
column is called the date the MahaDasha or Bhukti started.

In the Rasi and Navamsa: AC means
Ascendant. The beginning of the birth
chart. From this point going counter
clockwise are the 12 houses (see
arrows). For example, in this birth chart
Moon is in the 4th house which is
Capricorn, Jupiter is in the 8th house
which is Taurus and is going
retrograde/backwards - the house of
death. Saturn is in the 10th house
which is Cancer. Mars is in the 11th
house which is Leo.

We can go four times deeper into time
to know events of life on a daily basis
also.
For example: Indira Gandhi was born in
Sun Maha-Dasha and Venus Bhukti on
19/11/1917. Next example: Her Jupiter
Maha-Dasha started on 05/12/1952.
Here the date format used is DD/MM/
YYYY.

The Nine Planets - This table informs
you of the 9 planets in Jyotish. The
Zodiac Sign, the degrees and the Star
or Nakshatra they occupy at the time of
your birth. (R) = means the planet is
going Retrograde or Backwards. Rahu
& Ketu always go clockwise (retro
motion).

Every one minute away from the actual
time of birth, plus or minus we lose or
gain an average of five days.

Karaka means the doer of certain
activities. This means that the karakas
represent the influence of various
things animate or inanimate, in our life The Significators in Life: 1. Atma Individual's Soul, 2. Amatya Individual's Mind, 3. Bhratri - Brothers,
4. Matri - Mother, 5. Pitri - Father 6.
Putra - Children, 7. Gnyati - Relatives 8.
Dara - Spouse

Chandra / Mind-This is just as the Rasi
and Navamsa. Similar principles
applies. The only exception is that this
is only used when one’s time of birth is
not known. In this we take the Moon to
be the Ascendant. In this example,
Moon is in the 1st house, Jupiter in the
5th and Saturn in the 7th house, Mars
in the 8th house from the Moon. The
numbers are Zodiac Signs. Planets go
counter clock-wise.

The Twelve Houses - Bhavas Elaborated
The First House:
Indicates: The beginning of life,
childhood, health, environment,
personality, the physical body and
character, the constitution,
happiness, dreams and the skin.
The Second House:
Indicates: Family, face, speech, right
eye, food, sources of wealth or
income, literary gift, manner and
source of death and self-acquisition,
dependents, precious metals, mental
stability and truth, hypocrisy and
optimism.
The Third House:
Indicates: Brothers and sisters,
intelligence, short journeys,
neighbors, immediate relations,
letters and writings, courage, right
ear and chest/breast and servants.
The Fourth House:
Indicates: Peace of mind, happiness,
mother, home life, relatives, house,
self-prosperity, enjoyments,
conveyances, landed and ancestral
property, general happiness,
education, vehicles, and the general
build of the neck and shoulders,
immovable/moveable property and

good name, drinks, journeys, change
of residence, inner feelings and
falsehood, generosity, gardens and
maternal relatives.
The Fifth House:
Indicates: Intelligence, atman (soul),
discriminating power, children, fame
and position in life, thinking, skill,
awakening and memory, initiation,
secrecy, dignity and general
education, contentment, hospitality,
scholarship, joy and new ventures
and Purva Punya (past life events or
previous incarnation).
The Sixth House:
Indicates: Enemies, thieves, cuts and
wounds in the body,
disappointments, miseries and
sorrows, debts, illness, paternal
relatives and sinful deeds, battle/
fight, diseases, hostility and fear of
injuries, obstructions, abscess, cattle
and fear, struggle for existence,
mental worry, sloth and fear of
losing reputation.
The Seventh House:
Indicates: Wife, husband, marriage,
urinary organs, marital happiness,
sexual diseases, trade and

speculation, desire, diplomacy and
honor, travels, business tact, and the
latent energies. Sexual intercourse,
loss, domestic harmony and conjugal
happiness, prostitution, partnership
of any kind, quarrels with the
opposite gender and breaks of
journeys and luxuries.
The Eight House:
Indicates: Longevity, secret organ,
death legacies, gifts, unearned wealth,
cause of death, wills, disgrace,
degradation, the place and
surroundings of death, defeat, insult,
sorrow and blame, servants,
impediments and lost articles,
venereal complaints, accidents, sin
and violence.
The Ninth House:
Indicates: Godliness, righteous,
preceptor/guru, grandchildren and
metaphysical studies, imagination,
intuition, religious devotion and law,
sympathy, philosophy, science and
literature, lasting fame, leadership,
charities and communication with
beings or elementals in higher and
lower dimensions (deities or ghosts)
and the like, long journeys, foreign

travel, father, mental purity,
regulated life and auspicious
happenings.
The Tenth House:
Indicates: Occupation, temporal
honors, success and respect, means
of livelihood, self-respect and
religious knowledge, dignity and
trade, farming and distinction, selfcontrol and grace.
The Eleventh House:
Indicates: Means of gains,
accomplishments, friends, assets,
elder brother/sisters, daughters,
freedom from misery and pain.
Mercantile speculations, ambitions,
scandals and inheritance.
The Twelfth House:
Indicates: Misery, loss, expenditure,
waste, extravagance and sympathy,
piety, divine knowledge and worship,
Moksha (final emancipation) and the
state after death, evils, forbidden
practices and mental aberration,
disappointment, sudden death,
enemies, hatred of the public and
affliction, body deformity, puzzling
sicknesses and black magic.
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Ascendant
Sagittarius
Sun
Pisces
Moon
Libra
Mars
Aries
Mercury
Aquarius
Jupiter
Aries
R Aries
Venus
R Libra
Saturn
Rahu
Capricorn
Ketu
Cancer

Shad Bala Totals

A
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Vimshopak Totals
12.0 8.6 14.3 12.4 17.0 10.6 15.6
60

B
B
B
M
B
B
B
B
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B
M
M
M
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Strength 0.82 0.98 1.36 1.00 1.17 1.48 1.53

Percent

Chandra
Deva
Marut
Mrithyu
Saumya
Amrita
Apampat
Kuvera
Ardra
Ardra

4
5
3
5
5
3
3

(1+ =Strong)

5.35 5.87 6.81 7.03 7.58 8.14 7.66

Total

Tithi 2nd Tithi-Dvitiya of Waning Moon
Yoga 14th-Harshana
Karan 34th-Gara
Sunrise06:06:01
Sunset 18:10:42

@

Bhava Balas
Bhava Bala
H
Rup H Rup
by trine,
1
8.26
7 7.30
kendra etc
2 8.53 8 6.47
1-5-9
23
3 8.41 9 6.82
4-7-10 22 4 7.44 10 7.71
6-8-12 23 5 7.72 11 9.54
2-3-11 26 6 8.87 12 7.41

Rahu
Rahu
Rahu
Rahu
Rahu
Rahu
Rahu
Rahu
Rahu
Jup
Jup
Jup
Jup
Jup
Jup
Jup
Jup
Jup
Sat
Sat
Sat
Sat
Sat
Sat
Sat
Sat
Sat
Merc
Merc
Merc
Merc
Merc
Merc
Merc
Merc
Merc
Ketu
Ketu
Ketu
Ketu
Ketu
Ketu
Ketu
Ketu
Ketu
Ven
Ven
Ven
Ven

Rahu
Jup
Sat
Merc
Ketu
Ven
Sun
Moon
Mars
Jup
Sat
Merc
Ketu
Ven
Sun
Moon
Mars
Rahu
Sat
Merc
Ketu
Ven
Sun
Moon
Mars
Rahu
Jup
Merc
Ketu
Ven
Sun
Moon
Mars
Rahu
Jup
Sat
Ketu
Ven
Sun
Moon
Mars
Rahu
Jup
Sat
Merc
Ven
Sun
Moon
Mars

360

01/04/1953
01/09/1955
12/01/1958
03/11/1960
10/05/1963
22/05/1964
07/05/1967
26/03/1968
17/09/1969
30/09/1970
06/11/1972
07/05/1975
31/07/1977
02/07/1978
16/02/1981
01/12/1981
26/03/1983
25/02/1984
08/07/1986
25/06/1989
19/02/1992
24/03/1993
07/05/1996
14/04/1997
05/11/1998
09/12/1999
30/09/2002
30/03/2005
14/08/2007
05/08/2008
22/05/2011
23/03/2012
15/08/2013
07/08/2014
10/02/2017
07/05/2019
31/12/2021
27/05/2022
21/07/2023
24/11/2023
21/06/2024
15/11/2024
28/11/2025
30/10/2026
03/12/2027
24/11/2028
08/03/2032
03/03/2033
24/10/2034

Karakas
Atma:
Amatya:
Bhatri:
Matri:
Putra:
Gnati:
Dara:

Jupiter
Mercury
Sun
Mars
Moon
Venus
Saturn
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The Sun Dasha - 6 Years

FULL DETAILS
REVEALED WHEN
YOU ORDER A
FULL JYOTISH
READING - A DATE
BY DATE
INTERPRETATION
OF LIFE’S MAJOR
EVENT FROM
BIRTH UNTIL THE
AGE OF 120 YEARS

The Moon Dasha - 10 Years

FULL DETAILS
REVEALED WHEN
YOU ORDER A
FULL JYOTISH
READING - A DATE
BY DATE
INTERPRETATION
OF LIFE’S MAJOR
EVENT FROM
BIRTH UNTIL THE
AGE OF 120 YEARS

The Mars Dasha - 7 Years

FULL DETAILS
REVEALED WHEN
YOU ORDER A
FULL JYOTISH
READING - A DATE
BY DATE
INTERPRETATION
OF LIFE’S MAJOR
EVENT FROM
BIRTH UNTIL THE
AGE OF 120 YEARS

The Rahu Dasha - 18 Years

FULL DETAILS
REVEALED WHEN
YOU ORDER A
FULL JYOTISH
READING - A DATE
BY DATE
INTERPRETATION
OF LIFE’S MAJOR
EVENT FROM
BIRTH UNTIL THE
AGE OF 120 YEARS

The Jupiter Dasha - 16 Years

FULL DETAILS
REVEALED WHEN
YOU ORDER A
FULL JYOTISH
READING - A DATE
BY DATE
INTERPRETATION
OF LIFE’S MAJOR
EVENT FROM
BIRTH UNTIL THE
AGE OF 120 YEARS

The Saturn's Dasha - 19 Years

FULL DETAILS
REVEALED WHEN
YOU ORDER A
FULL JYOTISH
READING - A DATE
BY DATE
INTERPRETATION
OF LIFE’S MAJOR
EVENT FROM
BIRTH UNTIL THE
AGE OF 120 YEARS

The Mercury Dasha - 17 Years

FULL DETAILS
REVEALED WHEN
YOU ORDER A
FULL JYOTISH
READING - A DATE
BY DATE
INTERPRETATION
OF LIFE’S MAJOR
EVENT FROM
BIRTH UNTIL THE
AGE OF 120 YEARS

The Ketu Dasha - 7 Years

FULL DETAILS
REVEALED WHEN
YOU ORDER A
FULL JYOTISH
READING - A DATE
BY DATE
INTERPRETATION
OF LIFE’S MAJOR
EVENT FROM
BIRTH UNTIL THE
AGE OF 120 YEARS

The Venus Dasha - 20 Years

FULL DETAILS
REVEALED WHEN
YOU ORDER A
FULL JYOTISH
READING - A DATE
BY DATE
INTERPRETATION
OF LIFE’S MAJOR
EVENT FROM
BIRTH UNTIL THE
AGE OF 120 YEARS

List of Yogas found in Rasi Chart of:
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Hari Dasi
Arishta Bhanga

Because you have the strongly beneficial Jupiter in either a trine or
angle house, there is cancellation of all evils indicated in the chart. This
means that, when bad things come in the life, they will also
automatically dissipate in strength, and the outcome will not be so bad.
You are protected by divine grace and past good karma.

Jupiter is in a trine or
Jupiter is in a kendra.

Artistic Talents

You are likely to have artistic inclinations or even pursue a career in art,
especially if the involved planets are located in favourable houses.

Venus conjoins Saturn or
Saturn is in 12 from Venus
or Venus is aspected by
Saturn.

Bhagyavahana Yo You will have Bhagyavahana Yoga, general good fortune. This is a
general reading, but it has power. This means overall very good karma,
and it is not that common. A very good person in general, powerful.

The lord of the 4 is in 5,
and the lord of the 5 is in
4.

Bhratruvriddhi

In this combination, the third house, the lord of the third or Mars, the
Karaka of the third are somewhat strong, which tends to bless life
matters connected to that house, like younger siblings, communication
abilities, higher education, courage, energy and prowess.

Mars is considered Strong
in Shad Bala or the lord of
the 3 is considered Strong
in Shad Bala, and Mars is
aspected by a benefic or
the lord of the 3 is
aspected by a benefic or 3
is aspected by a benefic.

Chandra Mangala
by Aspect

In your chart, Mars is aspecting the Moon, which is a weak version of
"Chandra Mangal" Yoga, where Mars and the Moon occupie the same
constellation. This combination will definetely give your mind a
passionate streak. You tend to be fiery and energized and sometimes
impatient and quicktempered. How exactly this will effect your life
depends on different other factors in the chart, like what other aspects
the two involved planets receive, what houses they occupie, and
whether Mars is a benefic or a malefic for the rising sign.

Moon is aspected by Mars.

Conveyances

The lord of the eleventh house of gains is well placed as it occupies
the ninth, the fourth, or the eleventh house. The comforts of nice
dwellings and fine vehicles shall be known to you in some way.

The lord of the 11 is in 4 or
the lord of the 11 is in 9 or
the lord of the 11 is in 11.

Dhana

This placement is a "dhana yoga", which means a combination of
planetary influences known to create wealth. The more dhana yogas
one has, the more likely they are to be wealthy in this life. Wealthy
people usually have at least two, and sometimes 5 dhana yogas.

The lord of the 5 conjoins
the lord of the 11.

Durmukha

There's a malefic in the second house, the Lord of the second conjoins
a malefic or is debilitated. This is called "Durmukha" Yoga and there
might be some problems or impediments regarding second house
matters like speech, voice, throat, teeth, facial looks, wealth or
education.

A malefic planet is in 2,
and the lord of the 2
conjoins a malefic planet
or the lord of the 2 DEB.

Fortunes

The Ascendant lord, Venus or Jupiter are located in a Kendra, which
will bless your overall live to some degree. To have at least one good
angular placement is of advantage for material life in general. If all
three planets are in Kendras, then the Yoga would have an accordingly
more strong and powerful effect. Fortune, wealth and other material
blessings would be almost guaranteed throughout life.

The lord of the 1 is in a
kendra or Venus is in a
kendra or Jupiter is in a
kendra.

9 is aspected by the lord of
the 10, and 9 is aspected
by the lord of the 9.

Karma Dharma
Adhipati on 9 by
Aspect
Nishkapata

"Nishkapata" Yoga is present in your chart. This means that you hate
secrecy and hypocrisy. You prefer and value pure heartedness and
homy, nicely decorated environment. You don't like to be surrounded by
agression, passion or any unsafe, malefic or chaotic mood. Benefics in
the fourth house also mean, that you might have a nourrishing, positive
relationship with your mother.

Venus is in 4 or Jupiter is
in 4 or Mercury is in 4 or the
lord of the 4 is in 4, and is
not Mars is the lord of the
4, and is not Saturn is the
lord of the 4.
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people. Shown are their names and a number. The number is the
number of readings from your list of readings that they also have
What this means is that the one at the top of list shares the most
readings in common with you. This could be any kind of reading
from planetary placements in signs, or houses, to aspects or other
combinations of planets. The more readings one shares with a
person does indicate similarity with that person in some ways in
life. Now, everybody gets a list here- this doesn't mean that you
are going to be famous like these people. We provide this for fun

And on this side we have the names of those who share the
most important key points of a chart with you. These are very
important aspects for any chart- greatly determining the
overall nature of the person. Again, these are drawn from our

Out of your 163 readings they could share:
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37
37
34
32
31
31
30
29
29
29
28
28
27
27
27
27
27
27
27
26
26
26
26
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Nicholas Cage
Bill Gates
Jim Hendrix
Margaux Hemingway
Oscar Wilde
Sting
Ken Kesey
Krishna Murti
David Hasselhoff
George Lucas
Walter Reuther
Donald Trump
Sigourney Weaver
Clint Eastwood
Arsenio Hall
Sergei Rachmaninoff
Carl Sagan
Jerry Seinfeld
Brooke Shields
Oliver Stone
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Edgar Cayce
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6
5
5
5
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4
4
4
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4
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3
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3
3
3
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3
3
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3
3
3
3
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Oliver Stone
Walter Reuther
Norman Rockwell
Oscar Wilde
Sting
Tom Cruise
Leonardo Di Caprio
Jim Hendrix
Ken Kesey
George Lucas
Donald Trump
Nicholas Cage
Frederic Chopin
Joan Collins
Kevin Costner
David Crosby
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Clint Eastwood
Bill Gates
Arsenio Hall
Aldous Huxley
Steve Jobs
Michael Jordan
John F. Kennedy
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Olivia Newton-John
George Patton
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"Nishkapata" Yoga is present in your chart. This means that you hate Venus is in 4 or Jupiter is in 4
or Mercury is in 4 or the lord
secrecy and hypocrisy. You prefer and value pure heartedness and
of the 4 is in 4, and is not
homy, nicely decorated environment. You don't like to be surrounded by
Mars is the lord of the 4, and
agression, passion or any unsafe, malefic or chaotic mood. Benefics in is not Saturn is the lord of the
the fourth house also mean, that you might have a nourrishing, positive 4.
relationship with your mother.
4 is aspected by a malefic
At times, especially those ruled by the 4th lord, your feelings will be hurt,
or a malefic planet is in
and you will express this in various ways both in actions and verbally. planet
4.
Moon is in 10, and Moon
conjoins a malefic planet or
Moon is aspected by a malefic
planet.
Moon conjoins Saturn, and
Can become wealthy.
Moon is in 3 or Moon is in 6
or Moon is in 10 or Moon is in
11.
Demotion, suspension, termination, imprisonment and chronic diseases Saturn is in 10, and Saturn is
aspected by a malefic planet or
are familiar gifts of this placement. Patrimony is unfruitful. Father and son
Saturn conjoins a malefic
can not progress under the same roof.
planet.

Brings public scandal, notoriety or discredit and obstacles in business.

Difficulty in trade, if it conjoins Saturn.

Moon is in 10, and Moon
conjoins Saturn.

Mercury is in 3, and Mercury
is in Aries or Mercury is in
Leo or Mercury is in Libra RA
or Mercury is in Aquarius.
Happiness, education, conveyances, lands, agriculture, etc., will thrive The lord of the 4 is in a kendra
the lord of the 4 is in a trine
well. You will dig wells and construct new houses. You will plant treesor
or the lord of the 4 is is in itÕs
and your agriculture will flourish.
mulatrikona or the lord of the 4
is exalted or the lord of the 4 is
in itÕs own sign, and the lord
of the 4 is considered Strong in
Shad Bala.
Venus is under star 1-Ashwini,
Hides money, may even be a smuggler, distributes alms out of your
and Venus is aspected by
unearned income.
Saturn.

Good results are experienced.

In this combination, the third house, the lord of the third or Mars, the
Karaka of the third are somewhat strong, which tends to bless life
matters connected to that house, like younger siblings, communication
abilities, higher education, courage, energy and prowess.

Mars is considered Strong in
Shad Bala or the lord of the 3 is
considered Strong in Shad Bala,
and Mars is aspected by a
benefic or the lord of the 3 is
aspected by a benefic or 3 is
aspected by a benefic.
Moon is aspected by Mars.

In your chart, Mars is aspecting the Moon, which is a weak version of
"Chandra Mangal" Yoga, where Mars and the Moon occupie the same
constellation. This combination will definetely give your mind a
passionate streak. You tend to be fiery and energized and sometimes
impatient and quicktempered. How exactly this will effect your life
depends on different other factors in the chart, like what other aspects
the two involved planets receive, what houses they occupie, and whether
Mars is a benefic or a malefic for the rising sign.
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Saturn is in 10, and Saturn
conjoins a malefic planet.

Overall you are rather intelligent and have an attraction to electronic Mercury is in Aquarius.
gadgetry like computers and stereos. You tend to believe in higher
spiritual forces and you are an independent thinker. You draw
intelligence from the space where one knows that everything vanishes in
time and that the greater, larger, picture is what is important.
Saturn gives its best results in this sign because of its exaltation. Your Libra is in 10, and
official status rises very high. You attain a dignified position employing10.a
large number of workers. You become a leader of your people, but will
also be known for sexual liaisons.
Success in old age. Benefit by pension or legacy.

Saturn is in

Venus is in 4, and Venus is
aspected by Saturn.

Suffers from mental anguish and oppressed by various calamities. LittleMars conjoins Venus, and
Mars is in 4.
happiness from children, relations or friends. May be rich or have a good
position but little happiness.
Suffers unhappiness in respect to your mother (either there is prematureMars is aspected by Moon,
Mars is in Aries or Mars
separation from the mother or not much love lost between mother and and
is in Scorpio.
child). There are wounds or boils on the body; devoid of friends and
inimical to you own family; envious but fond of sexual partners. Sportive
and electric; success in every business involving out-door activity.
Motherless, more daughters than sons.
The Ascendant lord, Venus or Jupiter are located in a Kendra, which The lord of the 1 is in a kendra
Venus is in a kendra or
will bless your overall live to some degree. To have at least one good or
Jupiter is in a kendra.
angular placement is of advantage for material life in general. If all three
planets are in Kendras, then the Yoga would have an accordingly more
strong and powerful effect. Fortune, wealth and other material blessings
would be almost guaranteed throughout life.
Moon conjoins Saturn, and is
The Moon conjoins Saturn and is aspected by Mars, without being
not Moon is aspected by
aspected by Jupiter. This is said to cause harsh or blunt and even
Jupiter, and Moon is aspected
sarcasticor fiery speech. This would be the case especially if the planetsby Mars.
ar located in the second house or are aspecting the Lord of the second.
The fact, that two Malefics are influencing the Moon, can also simply
mean, that you have to face mental or emotional issues at times, or suffer
from anger or grief within or feel mentally overburdened or depressed,
especially during the corresponding planetary periods and transits of
Saturn and Mars and during Sade Sati. All this depends on various other
factors like the rising sign, houseplacements and other aspects.

The Moon conjoins Saturn and is not aspected by Jupiter. This is said Moon conjoins Saturn, and
Moon is aspected by
to cause harsh or direct speech, or speaking on plain truths, not trying tonot
Jupiter.
be polite or courteous necessarily. This would be the case especially, if
the planets are located in the second house or are aspecting it's Lord.
To have Saturn conjoining the Moon might also simply mean, that you

is
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feel emotionally or mentally ovrburdened or depressed at times and will
have to face such issues especially during the corresponding planetary
periods or transits of Saturn and during Sade Sati. This all depends on
various other factors in the chart, like the rising sign, house placements or
aspects.
The lord of the eleventh house of gains is well placed as it occupies the The lord of the 11 is in 4 or the
of the 11 is in 9 or the lord
ninth, the fourth, or the eleventh house. The comforts of nice dwellings lord
of the 11 is in 11.
and fine vehicles shall be known to you in some way.
There's a malefic in the second house, the Lord of the second conjoins aA malefic planet is in 2, and
the lord of the 2 conjoins a
malefic or is debilitated. This is called "Durmukha" Yoga and there might
malefic planet or the lord of the
be some problems or impediments regarding second house matters like 2 DEB.
speech, voice, throat, teeth, facial looks, wealth or education.
This yoga blesses the second house and therefore tends to give an
attractive face with a nice looking smile and a pleasing voice.
Venus and Saturn will produce favorable results during each others
periods and sub periods.

The lord of the 2 is in a kendra,
and the lord of the 2 is
aspected by a benefic or a
benefic is in 2.
Sagittarius is in 1 or Pisces is in
1.

Venus will make you very libidinous, attracted to the opposite sex and Aries is in 4, and
fond of socializing. You will be artistic and susceptible to flattery. Your4.
attachment to children, profession, and personal pleasures (especially of
the sexual kind) will be great. You will be more poetic than logical, more
excitable than intellectual, essentially a person of the world.

Venus is in

Wealthy; surrounded by people; very talkative; well versed in the detailsSaturn is aspected by Mars,
and Saturn is in Taurus or
of battles, but a renegade from active warfare. You are determined,
Saturn is in Libra.
courageous, peace loving, eloquent and affluent.
Moon is in 10, and the person
is female.

Will be fortunate and happy.
Will rise above your station in life and become a leader.
You are attractive to the opposite sex and passionate.

Mars conjoins Venus, and
Mars is in 1 or Mars is in 4 or
Mars is in 10.
Venus conjoins Mars or Mars
is aspected by Venus or Venus
is in Aries or Venus is in
Scorpio.
leadsRahu is under star 22-Shravan,
and Rahu is in star quarter # 3.

You are learned and intelligent. Your revengeful disposition often
to permanent enmity with others. However, you will enjoy moderate
comforts and happiness.

You are likely to have artistic inclinations or even pursue a career in art,Venus conjoins Saturn or
Saturn is in 12 from Venus or
especially if the involved planets are located in favourable houses.
Venus is aspected by Saturn.
You are popular, wealthy, possess piercing intelligence, good looks,
learning, born scholar or pundit. You are brave and are capable of
coming out with flying colors in any fight.

The Sun is under star 27Revati, and the Sun is in star
quarter # 1.

You are strong, stout and sociable. You love your family. Acquires

Venus is under star 1-Ashwini,
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beyondand Venus is in star quarter #
2.

wealth by sheer luck. But all these are subjected to the life going
16 years of age. You are an artist or a novelist. Mechanical engineers
are also born.

Aquarius is in 3, and
You are suave, polite, cultured, with good manners. You will be a skillful
is in 3.
diplomat or negotiator, though you may suffer inner torment despite your
polished exterior.

You enjoy a very high position but bring a bad name due to your
involvement with the opposite sex.

Mercury

Venus is under star 1-Ashwini,
and Venus is aspected by
Moon.

You have aptitude for acquiring knowledge in all branches of learning. Jupiter is under star 3-Krttika,
and Jupiter is in star quarter #
Reputed priests. Gain through specialization, patrimony, children.
1.
Extensive traveling. Attains fame. Clear consciousness. You will develop
interest in the opposite sex, wine, history and literature.
Moon is aspected by Venus,
You know all about the finer things in life whether it be clothing jewelry,
cloth, home decor, or food. You are a natural at getting it together to and Moon is in Libra.
enjoy in this world here and now. Therefore you are expert at making
nice arrangements for the pleasure of yourself and others and people
consider you a great host, a kind friend, and a overall attractive
personality. You have a flair for the market of finer things.

You may believe you have a secret mission in life. You associate with Pisces is in 3, and
esoteric and occult organizations. You keep respectful company and are3.
regal in relationships and in your attitude toward friends and relations.
You know your worth and your way. You are courageous and strong;
you lead others and accepts none as your guide.

the Sun is in

Moon is under star 15-Swati,
and Moon is aspected by
Venus.
The lord of the 7 is in 3, and
You may have a sibling who becomes wealthy abroad.
the lord of the 7 has at least
one beneficial placement
attribute.
The lord of the 6 is in 4, and
You may possess the nature of an older person, perhaps slow
lord of the 6 has at least
movement, etc. You may experience obstacles to continuous education.the
one beneficial placement
Your mother may be weak constitution. Your uncles may live by
attribute.

You may be a merchant.

agriculture.
You may struggle with poverty and work as a servant or cook. Your The lord of the 6 is in 4, and
lord of the 6 has at least
mother may be of questionable character. There may be legal trouble the
one negative placement
with real estate.You may have difficulty finding true happiness and mayattribute.
experience legal problems.
You may undertake the profession of a nurse.
You may undergo troubles from debts, cuts and wounds.
You prefer living alone.

Ketu is under star 9-Ashlesha,
and Ketu is in star quarter # 1,
and the person is female.
Saturn is considered Strong in
Shad Bala, and Mars is
considered Strong in Shad Bala.
The lord of the 6 is in 4, and
the lord of the 5 is considered
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Strong in Shad Bala.

You receive support from your marriage partner. Your mind is cool andLibra is in 10, and
social relationships are balanced. You are very creative and musical and10.
artistic talents are appreciated.
You subdue your enemies, become famous and a leader of a large
number of men, but the relationship with your mother could become
strained.

Moon conjoins Saturn, and
Moon is in 10.

Aries is in 4, and
You will be exceptional in many ways. You will have the aura of
greatness: whatever happens to you, it will never be orthodox,
traditional, or routine. Your heart will be full of want which cannot be
restricted to your immediate surroundings. You can never be accused of
parochialism or nepotism: there will be a feeling of universality in
whatever you do, feel, or experience. Your warmth toward others is at
times misunderstood: your spouse may accuse you of infidelity, your
boss may judge you unstable, and friends may consider you frivolous
and inconsistent. All these reactions arise from an inherent urge for the
new, your warmth towards everyone, and your tremendous desire to
mingle with all. This tendency may be expressed as a vision, psychic
sensitivity, or a truly tantric sexuality. You will have a natural affinity with
Mother Earth: you will love to work on the land, possess much real
estate, live in eccentric houses, and arrive at conclusions without
bothering about reason or deduction. You will never depend on anyone
else, on any outside or external support. Your individuality will gain you
the honor and respect of the government. You will be wealthy but prone
to extravagance.

You will be interested in other spouses and be cruel. You may be
employed in the police department.

Moon is in

Mars is in 4.

Mars is under star 2-Bharani,
and Mars is aspected by
Moon.

Mars is under star 2-Bharani,
You will be kept away by your family members, cannot enjoy the love of
Mars is aspected by
your mother. Your body will be slim. Does activities against your own and
Saturn.
family.

You will enjoy with the finer things in life and associate with celebritiesSaturn
or is under star 14-Chitra,
and Saturn is aspected by
successful business persons
Venus.
You will earn wealth through your mother, agriculture, and real estate. The lord of the 11 is in 4, and

You will have a career in travel or something related to travel.

the lord of the 11 has at least
one beneficial placement
attribute.
The lord of the 7 conjoins the
lord of the 10.

The lord of the 4 is in 5, and
You will have Bhagyavahana Yoga, general good fortune. This is a
general reading, but it has power. This means overall very good karma, the lord of the 5 is in 4.
and it is not that common. A very good person in general, powerful.
Mars is in a kendra or Mars is
Your chart shows one of the famous "Pancha Mahapurusha" Yogas, "the
a trine, and Mars is in itÕs
five planetary combinations, that create great people". They arise, whenin
own sign or Mars is exalted,
Mars, Venus, Mercury, Jupiter or Saturn occupies it's own or exaltationand Mars a benefic.
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sign in the chart, while being in an an angular or trinal house. These are
very useful, but fairly frequently occuring yogas and they do not always
give the promised effects, as the involved planet needs to be strong,
well-placed and free from malefic aspects. In your case, it is Mars,
creating "Ruchaka Yoga", the "radiant combination". If the Yoga
manifests not only from the Ascendant, but additionally from the Moon
and the Sun Lagnas, then it will be accordingly more powerful. If Mars is
in it's exaltation sign, the dispositor needs to be strong, in order to
provide the results. A strong and well-aspected Mars will bestow the
good Mars qualities upon the person, and when the planet is in an angle,
the characteristics tend to also show on the physical level, as opposed to
planets situated in trinal houses, that tend to manifest more subtly. You
are determined, decisive, couragous, brave, ambitious, victorious in your
untertakings and protective. You might have an athletic body or be a
good athlete and be very sharpminded and dextrous with your hands.
Your approach to life generally tends to be passionate and agressive. If
Mars additionally is aspecting the Moon or the Ascendant, then the
above mentioned qualities are hightened. Depending on where the planet
is sitting, it expands it's effect to other areas in life. Mars in the seventh
house, for example, might give you a "martial" spouse. If Mars is too
dominating in the horoscope, It can also manifest it's violent or
dominating tendencies. "Ruchaka" Yoga is commonly found in the charts
of martial type people, military leaders, executives, politicians, lawyers
and scientists.
Your children will prosper and be happy. You will be a friend of noblesThe lord of the 4 is in 5, and
lord of the 4 conjoins the
and lords. You will have an abundance of material comforts. You may the
lord of the 5 or the lord of the
hold some post of authority and power in the government and will
5 is in 4.
achieve a good reputation. You will earn wealth through education and
real estate in the birthplace of your father.
Your father will be moderately rich.

Your mother will be very rich and from a prominent
religious and will possess good character. Your sons
and will be very lucky.

The lord of the 9 is in 3, and
the lord of the 9 has at least
one beneficial placement
attribute.
family. He will beThe lord of the 4 is in 5, and
the lord of the 4 has at least
will hold high posts
one beneficial placement
attribute.

Your spouse may not come from a high-status family, or you may have Venus is aspected by Moon,
Venus is in Aries or Venus
liaisons with low-class persons; you are very active but of changeable and
is in Scorpio.
disposition. You may become accused in a legal case. In a female chart
indicates menstrual problems; large number of children, quite a few fail to
survive.
Your wisdom and intellect may say different things, and you are faced
with the decision to follow one or the other.

Mercury is considered Strong
in Shad Bala, and Jupiter is
considered Strong in Shad Bala.
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Your Signs
Sagittarius is in 1.
01-Sagittarius in the Ascendant brings overall positive habits and
lifestyles. You will tend towards high ideals and try to fulfill your many
goals. Regularity and exercise are good for you specifically. You can
work long, hard hours. You tend to get respect for your learning and
your counseling ability. You like organized religion in general. You tend
to benefit greatly through your father. Either that, or you are benefited
through governmental blessings. In other words, you tend to please and
benefit from central authority figures. You have a warroir-like tendency
about you. Therefore, you are dear to central governments, and are
expeditious and martial. You like protecting others and adhering to
regularity and functional purposes. You can really lose you temper
though. Sagittarian men make very good wives as they do not try to
interfere in their husbands lives but do try to be very helpful to them. The
men of this rising sign tend to be somewhat detached, interested in sports
and other activities that attract them outside of just family life. You do
tend to have high ideals, morals and ethics.

02-Capricorn in the Second House gives an air about you, especially in Capricorn is in 2.
your speech, which is down to earth. You do not put on airs while
speaking, but rather, you tend to try to reach the common level. This
may also be the nature of the family in which you were born.
04-Pisces in the 4th house makes you tend towards pleasure in your Pisces is in 4.
everyday life. You like very nice surroundings, including clothes and
home. Psychologically you try to remain in a satiated state of mind. It
gives you the ability to look within and not be misled by externals. You
tend to believe in divine presence everywhere.
05- Family and children become important. Makes one happy in their Aries is in 5.
own home. Your ambitions are toned by your conception of practicality,
so you are less apt to be over zealous or obsessed with achievement.
Unethical activities disturb you. You may sacrifice for your country,
family, ideals.
08-Cancer in the 8th house: Prepare for a eventful mental life. Many Cancer is in 8.
realizations, thoughts, meditations, transformations are in store.
Tremendous mental changes will take place. You may be secretive about
revealing these openly.
11-Libra in the Eleventh house bestows something close to perfection inLibra is in 11.
terms of one's skills, fulfills one's desires, and produces the dawn of new
careers and new futures. You are a person who has completed a
significant portion of your soul's journey and has embarked on a new
mission, though in this life you must discharge some social karma. This
situation tends to make you very important, widely renowned with a
special role to perform in your community.
Aquarius in the 3rd house. Either it helps in goodness flowing in, if youAquarius is in 3.
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are open to that, or if you are closed off to spirituality then it makes for a
depressive looking environment. Good for being versed in religious ritual,
spiritual knowledge. You tend to adhere to your ethics closely.

Moon
1. Physical features: You can be distinctively identified from your slowMoon is under star 15-Swati,
and the person is female.
walking. 2. Character and general events: You are sympathetic and
loving, virtuous and enjoy a very high social position. Fond of religious
rites. You are truthfuland have many friends. You will win over enemies.
You will not be inclined to wander. 3. Education, sources of earning/
profession: In employment, you will attain much fame, even beyond
anticipation. Although you do not enjoy travel, your job may force you
to do so. 4. Family life: There may be some issues in family life that
forces you to compromise your morals. You will enjoy complete
satisfaction from your children. S. Health: Outwardly her health will
look good, but internal constitution is weak.
Moon is under star 15-Swati.
1. General results of being born in Swati Nakshatra: 1. Physical features:
One of the peculiar features of Swati born is that the under part of the
feet will appear to be curved and the ankle risen. You will have an
attactive appearence. 2. Character and general events: You are a peace
loving person, but adamant and independent. You respect others
property. You may be uneasy with criticism of your work.You may have
trouble controlling your temper once you lose it. A proper balance of
mind will result in a more positive life. You are willing to extend a helping
hand to others provided your own freedom is not questioned. You give
respect undconditionally. You are the best friend in need and worst
enemy of the hated. You do not hesitate to take revenge on the persons
who are against you. You may experience difficult times in childhood.
You initially try to give help and protection to those close to you, but
later change your mind because of harsh criticism. 3. Education, sources
of earning/profession: Your intelligence and capacity to do the work are
excellent. You may suffer, financially and mentally, even if born in a
wealthy family, until your 25th year. However, you may not experience
much progress in profession or business up to the age of 30 years.
Thereafter you will have a golden period up to your 60th year. You may
earn through the profession of gold smith, traveler or pharmacist. 4.
Family life: Your married life may not be so congenial. To outsiders it
may seem that you are the most adjustable couple, but in reality you are
not. 5. Health: You will have very good health. You may suffer from
common human diseases.

An afflicted Moon indicates emotional problems. Since Mercury is not Moon is aspected by a malefic
or Moon conjoins a
afflicted, the emotional problems can be managed and held back by a planet
malefic planet or Moon DEB,
discriminating intellect.
and is not Mercury is

During the periods of Moon or Saturn you become more thoughtful

aspected by a malefic planet,
and is not Mercury conjoins a
malefic planet.
andMoon conjoins Saturn.
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pessimistic, sometimes moody and melancholic. Strained relations with
the spouse; your father becomes unhappy because of you; it becomes
more difficult to keep wealth and so you are forced to be subordinate to
someone, possibly for employment; you become well versed in some
task that serves high authority figures, high trade or government; when
controversy arises, you are defeated; the body becomes weaker, you
engage in acts lower than you are used to; the mind gets clouded and
less sharp; between yourself and your mother dealings get strained.
When the Moon and Saturn are conjunct, depending on the sign they are
in, there is the tendency to withdraw, to be cautious and careful. Your
spouse is either older than you or senior in some way, possibly restrictive
or imposing, or you loose the spouse early. Promiscuity is not unknown
to you. Your spouse suffers in some way that is difficult to shake off; you
are dear to the people for some reason; you like animals; you can throw
aside virtue when you feel it is necessary; you are under some strong
controls; and success comes through hard work.
Good luck at the money-lending business.

Moon is in Taurus or Moon is
in Libra.

Intelligent but short tempered, mean and thievish. You enjoy others'
spouses and a life of luxury, but suffer from diseases of the eyes.
Aggressive, a prig, mean, debauch, foolish having visual defects.

Moon is aspected by Mars,
and Moon is in Libra.

Moon connected with Mars indicates extreme sensitivity. The Moon/
Mars person may also be reckless, explosive and impulsive in action.

Moon conjoins Mars or Moon
is aspected by Mars.

Much movable property, gain and success through partnership, morose Moon is in Libra.
and irritated for nothing, soft-spoken, courteous and warm-hearted,
success in love and marriage, balanced and artistic if Mercury is in good
aspect. Much traveling. Elevated nose, humble looking face, thin body,
many partners, abundant properties, valorous, skillful, will honor divinity
and saintly persons, wealthy in various ways, conquered by the opposite
sex, will be easily swayed from decisions, helpful to relatives.
Separates you from your parents since early childhood. Success in
election; gains leadership.
This placement is not good for the father or your relationship with his
depending on other factors in the chart.

Moon is in 10, and Moon is in
Aries or Moon is in Cancer or
Moon is in Libra or Moon is in
Capricorn.
Moon conjoins a malefic
planet.

Moon is in 10.
This placement produces variable fame, changes in position, tremendous
responsibilities, and relationships in which coolness of mind is essential.
You are a source of social inspiration and receive a great deal of praise.
You tend to be devoted to your father and family. You are smart,
contented and quiet. You get wealth and recognition from the state.
Reputed and bold. Contented with small gain. Wealth brightens your
personality. Sober and noble. Possible gain from men of high family. You
tend to be pious. Support from friends and relations. Gain from the
leaders or people of equally high status. Malice with the eldest Child.
You are ambitious and so acquire prominent positions. Fluctuating and
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changing business employment from seafaring, traveling-hawking goods
to advertising, on the largest scale, rare and novel items. You will suffer
little grief, be dutiful, successful in your undertakings, affluent, pure, very
strong, valorous and charitable.
Unfavorable to the parents. As the years pass, relations with them are
not good.

When the Moon is in this placement the intellect is sharpened and the
mind becomes inquisitive and is drawn to creative pursuits. If not
aspected by a benevolent planet, it brings nervousness, anxiety,
restlessness and a lack of focus. But the restlessness may not always be
negative in that it may make you search and go deeply into something,
resulting in accomplishment.

Moon is in 10, and Moon is in
Aries or Moon is in Gemini or
Moon is in Cancer or Moon is
in Leo or Moon is in Virgo or
Moon is in Libra or Moon is in
Scorpio or Moon is in
Sagittarius or Moon is in
Capricorn or Moon is in
Aquarius or Moon is in Pisces.
Moon is in Aquarius or Moon
is in Gemini or Moon is in
Libra.

Moon is under star 15-Swati,
You are intelligent and fond of religious worship. Phlegmatic constitution.
Moon is in star quarter #
There may be some trouble with organs. You serve your parents and and
1.
teachers with utmost care.

Sun
The Sun is in Pisces.
Blessed with spouse, sons and friends, victor, renowned, rich. Gain from
shipping over water, photography, pearls, legacy, partnership or
marriage. You are friendly, a collector of things, fond of the opposite sex
and happy, learned, overcome enemies and obstacles. Nice family of
your own is indicated, eloquence in speaking, but often you lie, may have
diseases of the private areas of the body.

Long life, good vehicles and political power.

The Sun is in Pisces, and
Sagittarius is in 1.

This placement bodes well for your father in general.

The Sun conjoins a benefic.

Mars
Mars precipitates the impact of past karmic deeds, especially those of anMars is in 4.
adverse nature. Ordinarily, Mars is a planet of selfishness, greed, and
rash action, which, in the long run, catch up with you in the form of
physical or psychological problems. Mars creates impatience,
impulsiveness, and self-centeredness, unless it receives auspicious
aspects or is in exaltation or its own sign. As a result, you may be
considered cruel, inflexible, and covetous by nature. Under such
circumstances, Mars may produce affliction for the mother, loss of
property, dependence on manual labor to earn a livelihood, and constant
movement from one place to another. Generally, you are not born into a
respectable family, are abandoned by siblings, favors bad company, and
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involve yourself in tawdry sexual affairs. You earn your living by serving
bad people. No gain through friends and relatives. Apprehensive of
enemies; government favor and doles of clothes and fabric through the
rich. Mars in this house denotes quarrels with parents, disputes in family,
unpleasant domestic affairs leading to misunderstandings and strife.
NOTE: Take it that this is a negative Mars placement, and take the
things mentioned as areas to look to for this impact, but not necessarily
as 'drastically' as is indicated.
May be a respected leader, a chief, a mathematician or astrologer, or
fond of gambling and untruths, depending on other placements. Not
good on the marital side, could lead to extra-marital affairs if not well
aspected, or may lead to diseases of the genitals.

Mars conjoins Venus.

Mars is in 4, and Mars is in
Parents are short-lived; a second spouse is possible. Physical suffering in
or Mars is in Taurus or
the 18th, 28th 38th or 48th year. Success gained only after migration. Aries
Mars is in Leo or Mars is in
Virgo or Mars is in Sagittarius
or Mars is in Capricorn or
Mars is in Aquarius or Mars is
in Pisces.
Mars is in 2 or Mars is in 7 or
There is some indication that you will have two spousal relationships, but
is in 8 or Mars is in 4 or
this is a very general reading. The cause of this reading is very commonMars
Mars is in 12.

being in almost half of all charts. Therefore, take it as just one small
indication in that direction, to be combined with other more powerful
combinations which are more certain.

You are very active, idealistic, independent, original, hasty, impulsive, Mars is in Aries.
adventurous, dashing personality, combative, fear of fire, accidents and
fevers. Mark on head. Splendorous, truthful, valorous, a leader, fond of
war (competition), adventurous and bold, an army chief, head of a
group, delighted, charitable, endowed with necessary supplies for
endeavors, goes to many mates.
You have a little more energy than your external life allows, therefore,
you may find yourself trying to get away from the restrictive elements
surrounding you. You want to go but something is holding you back.
You may become a widow.

Mars is aspected by Saturn,
and Mars is in Aries or Mars
is in Scorpio.

The person is female, and
Mars is in 7 or Rahu is in 7 or
Mars is in 2 or Rahu is in 2 or
Mars is in 8 or Rahu is in 8.
aMars is under star 2-Bharani,
and Mars is in star quarter #
1.

You or your spouse may live up to 50 years only. Death takes place in
foreign place due to illness of a minor nature. You are advised not to
drive vehicles yourself and be careful while handling sharp instruments.
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Mercury
Mercury is in 3.
03-Mercury in the Third House indicates a strong link with family. There
may be some provincialism, and probably a more selfish approach. You
want to enjoy life, and will achieve your objectives one way or the other.
During the period of Rahu you become timid. Somewhat timid,
especially during Mercury's periods. The third house should be strong
for good and successful speakers, poets, astrologers and writers etc.
You are successful if you can clearly express feelings and ideas. This
Mercury makes you a matchless doctor or judge. Writing, printing or
publishing is gainful. If this Mercury is strong, you get good luck at 24
year; if it is of medium strength, at 30 year and if malefic at 36 year. You
are fond of learning. You want to know about available approaches to
sacred knowledge. Cheerful, alert, watchful, inquisitive. You love to
write and speak. You befriend business people, learn their trade, then go
it on your own, very expertly, earning by clever thinking. You are
courteous. You can be lustful or renouncing spirit. You have clingy
relatives. You are sometimes controlled by others with whom you have
money related dealings or entanglements. In old age you become
detached from worldly affairs. You gain through brothers.

You can be jolly, imaginative, poetical and mystical. Intuitive, fond of Mercury is in 3, and Mercury
aspected by a benefic or
advance learning, discriminating, rational and critical. Scientific and is
Mercury conjoins a benefic.
mathematical.

Jupiter
Jupiter inspires and urges the individual to be religious, respectable, Jupiter is in 5.
friendly and helpful. The planet has a special affinity with this house,
though its placement here is not favorable for children. Its influence is on
the higher levels of human existence: Jupiter will make you spiritually
oriented, a follower of religious observances, inspired to study sacred
writings, engaged in imparting wisdom to others, and interested in life
after death. You are well-educated and has good understanding of
classical literature and the sacred sciences. Your children will be wellprotected and will earn renown. Jupiter is a death significator of the
maternal grandfather when it is in the 5th house. Wealth and conveyance
through many sources. Sweet and polite. Trouble for the maternal inlaws in the 7th year. Scholarly, glorious, influential. Little help or support
from sons in old age. Trouble at the time of gain, rich and leader of own
community. Obedient children, gain and success through the opposite
sex, places of amusement, centers of cultural activities, schools;
speculation, investment. Sensual, loves pleasure and ease. Eloquent
speaker, most imaginative, logician, impressive writer-author. Son
helpful. Ordinary possessions. Trouble in accomplishment. You are
sensuous, rational in speech, wealthy, accomplished, adored by
veterans, prudent. Affluent, blessed with sons, friends, scholarly, steady,
wealthy and prosperous. Minister, skilled. Fruitless. Rich, adored by
friends, knowledge of several sciences, thriving, charming, wise, director.
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You are wise, skillful and pure of mind, religious, kind, generous and
polite. Well-dressed, large eyes, vocal, influential, charitable,
affectionate, excel in linguistics, Economics, Philosophy. Teachers or
lecturers are more successful.
Jupiter is the indicator (karaka) of fortune, children and body. Good
longevity is indicated.

Jupiter conjoins the lord of the
1.

This Jupiter indicates your choice for professionals, distributor, or thoseJupiter is in 5, and
belonging to big establishments. Fortunate with progeny by number andis female.
status.
With much endeavor you acquire a full education.

the person

Jupiter is in 5, and Jupiter is
in Aries or Jupiter is in Leo or
Jupiter is in Gemini or Jupiter
is in Libra or Jupiter is in
Aquarius.
aimJupiter is in Aries.

You successfully achieve intellectual and material growth as a fixed
of life through friends and others. Gain through speculation, patrimony,
children and partner. Name and fame through religious links and even
enemies. Peaceful and much traveling; great authority.
You will be a happy person in the overall sense.

Jupiter is in a kendra or Jupiter
is in a trine, and Jupiter
conjoins the lord of the 4.
Aries is in 5, and Jupiter is in
sane
5.

You will not be lucky concerning offspring, but your deep learning,
advice, philanthropic attitude, and deeply religious approach to life will
earn you much respect. You will perform meritorious deeds whose
rewards you will receive in the latter part of life.
You will positively enjoy happiness from children.

Jupiter is in a kendra or Jupiter
is in a trine, and the lord of the
5 is in a kendra or the lord of
the 5 is in a trine, and the lord
of the 1 is in a kendra or the
lord of the 1 is in a trine.

Venus
An attractive spouse, fine cars, intelligent children, a nice house and Venus is in 4.
respectable society are among the auspicious results of Venus in the
Fourth house. Young people are attracted to such an individual. You
have an artistic temperament, highly intuitive, and can easily pick up on
the feelings and thoughts of others. Your company is always joyous and
you are skilled in the erotic arts. Ability in music is indicated. A very
happy domestic life and a peaceful and comfortable end of life. Gain and
happiness through parents, inheritance, house-property, investment. Gets
great honor and respect from the people. You remain unaffected by the
pleasure or displeasure of people. You are content with the company
around you. You are most revered. Indifferent. Gains through the mother
and devoted to his since childhood; prosperous, some income or
employment and conveyance. Gains through relatives, friends; economic
prosperity including food, home and garments. Elegant and liberal. You
depend on your partner for success and make a decent living. Wealth,
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wisdom, renown, learning and effluence, talkative. You are a sincere
friend, eccentric, home-bound. Lustful, variety of enjoyment; recognized
by the authority, long-living, brave, blessed with a wise and beautiful
partner and family. Silver as wealth; plenty of food and milk. You have
plenty of land, friends, and home. Pious. You help poets and religious
teachers. Leadership abilities, discreet, reputed, debauch. Your
appearance is that of a pauper since birth; suffer from cough, colds and
eye diseases. You are wise, handsome, kind, tolerant happy. Help from
mother and brothers.
Venus is aspected by Saturn,
Financial difficulties after marriage, traveling. Inert, and chronic ailments.

and Venus is in Aries or Venus
is in Scorpio.
than Venus is in Aries.

You are inclined to art, adventure and romance: More to the Form
to the Spirit. Warm-hearted, amorous to the extent of evil acts. Night
blindness, cruel, marital ties leading to discord and differences. Pliable.
Suspicious and harsh. Impulsive-hasty attachments. Status in army or
community.

Saturn
Saturn is in 10, and Saturn is
in Taurus or Saturn is in Virgo
or Saturn is in Capricorn or
Saturn is in Cancer or Saturn is
in Scorpio or Saturn is in
Pisces or Saturn is in Libra or
Saturn is in Aquarius.
Favor from the state, opposite sex. Wealthy and inclined to intoxication.Saturn is aspected by Venus,
and Saturn is in Taurus or
Saturn is in Libra.
Saturn is in 10, and Saturn is
Fortune after 36, public service; social worker and able to run
in a kendra.

A renunciate or a writer, astrologer or preacher.

government offices. Many friends and honored.

Saturn is in Libra.
Gain through travel and foreign countries, gentle, soft, learned,
philanthropic, recognized by the community, much intellectual exercises,
broken home, attachment to prostitutes. Good for doctors and lawyers
and any other profession also.

Long life will be conferred.

Saturn conjoins the lord of the
8 or Saturn is aspected by the
lord of the 8.
Saturn is in 10.

Saturn, with its tremendous power to annihilate old worlds and create
new ones, provides a detachment in worldly matters which nevertheless
has constructive and creative capabilities. You may be drawn more
towards the abstract sense of justice, the underlying or hidden order
beneath external manifestation, and even towards the complete
destruction of the existing world order. You would make a good
surgeon, engineer, social reformer, scientist or butcher. Moving from one
place to another or from one job to another, you do so without knowing
why but act from an unseen motivation. You are often a leader or a great
thinker, but sometimes may be considered a little crazy in your ideas.
Saturn indicates power, pride, ambition and lust for material and worldly
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gain. You have a hard life, gaining your livelihood slowly, by your own
means. Wins in war. You may misuse the judicial and administrative
power when granted under the influence of this Saturn or you may take
up the profession as a judge or treasurer. Separation of parents in
childhood or you may grow and learn without the help of your parents.
Denied patrimony. A senior district officer. Interested in agriculture, an
advisor, gallant, and reputed. Good discrimination and an intelligent
commander. Affectionate and loyal attendants. Maintains status in
foreign land. Fearless and proud. If Saturn is in the 10th house you may
be vile, poor, cruel, fickle, liar and unskilled. Greedy and bilious.
Unfavorable, separation from parents is likely, travel, business
conditions, change of vocation; setbacks or imprisonment-reason may
be any.
You may have to watch for a miserly streak at times.
You may join defense or police department and have a good family.

Saturn is in 10, and Saturn is
in Taurus or Saturn is in Libra
or Saturn is in Virgo or Saturn
is in Capricorn or Saturn is in
Aquarius.
Saturn conjoins the lord of the
2, and Saturn conjoins the lord
of the 3.
Saturn is under star 14-Chitra,
and Saturn is aspected by
Mars.

Rahu
Rahu is in 2.
02-Rahu in the Second House may cause you to stammer, become
separated from your near and dear ones, and cause poverty. You
become a purveyor of fish, flesh, skins, nails, and products which require
a coarse heart and mind to work with. Humility will characterize your
behavior. Promotes prosperity; gain trough legacy and inheritance;
science and learning. Success through property, employment and
business. Amicable and profitable business alliances. Poor, sick; trouble
through son. Dark-complexioned. A liar, fearless, a treasurer. Sees the
destruction of the relatives. Influenced by the wicked. With all your
wealth, you may live in poverty. Strife and discord with the relatives
prompts you to conceal the truth. Fear of weapons and enemies.
Dependent but receives severe punishment due to scoundrels. Selfish;
unhappy and unemployed in the birth place. You may become welathy in
foreign lands. Much opposition. Hard struggle to gain any success.
Speech defect; suffers from nose and throat problems. Gain and
happiness through government favor. You may become a thief; proud;
very unfortunate. Wealth through trade in fish; lives with the lowly
people. Averse to friendly advise. Harsh; loss of wealth; poverty and
wandering. Talks too much unpleasant, offensive, disagreeable. Gain
through leather goods and stolen property. Teeth irregularly set;
dexterous. Cattle wealth.

Much traveling, sex with beautiful and high status persons, misuse of Rahu is in Capricorn, and
Ketu is in Cancer.
wealth, gain through foreigners, wealth, progeny, name and honor in later
life. Sympathetic, idealistic and graceful, rational, interest in public affairs
and politics, generous and helping, interest in decent residential buildings.
Unscrupulous in regard to accumulating wealth, for which objective youCapricorn is in 2, and
in 2.

Rahu is
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may stoop to any level of meanness.
You will not be that picky about food, and may eat according to the
circumstances. This may also lead to occasional sickness from eating
contaminated foods, so be careful about that.

Rahu is in 2 or Ketu is in 2.

Ketu
Gain through conveyance.
Ketu creates an imbalance of mind, making you suffer from some kind
obsession.

Ketu is in 8, and Ketu is in
Cancer or Ketu is in Virgo or
Rahu is in Gemini.
Cancer
of is in 8, and Ketu is in
8.

Ketu involves you in "secret matters." Under this impulse you may joinKetu is in 8.
secret mystical societies, pursue occult studies, indulge in socially
unapproved activities, or use unethical methods to attain your goals. You
may even go so far as to engage in some type of cruelty, sexual
abandon, or drunkenness. Brilliant in games, in your job, by character
and happiness. You suffer from secret diseases, and of the face and
teeth; you are brave and industrious. Short-lived, separated from friends,
strife, arm-wounds, much opposition. Danger from conveyance. Suffer
from piles and fistula etc. Fear and danger of fall from horseback.
Difficult in the return of advances given as loan. You have an eye on the
wealth and the spouse of another. Ailing, vicious, greedy.
You may join the armed forces.

Ketu is under star 9-Ashlesha,
and Ketu is in star quarter # 1.

First Family
The Sun is in 3.
03-Sun in the Third House generally destroys harmony with ones
siblings. This is because you have universal interests, and cannot
therefore focus on the things your brothers and sisters, while you
matured, focused on. You have wider vision. This may cause you to
leave the nest you grew up with, in terms of consciousness. This Sun also
gives you diligence, perseverance, forbearance, culture, perfection, etc.
You like cultured partners, but this Sun gives distaste for sex in general.
You are fond of high-minded associations, or the rich. Your Sun makes
you strong and glorious. You suffer at the hands of your equals, brothers
or associates. You may go on holy pilgrimage. You tend to prevail when
confronted. The elder brother or sister may shine in some way if there is
one. This Sun is a good one, making you healthy, wealthy and wise. It
adds to being liked by others, kind, modest and a leader. Your Sun
causes trouble to the brothers and sisters, or there are none, especially
elder brothers may be lacking. It adds to being liked and good looking,
and a conqueror. It also helps with success in litigation's, intelligence,
wealth, fame, eloquence and sickness.

A sibling may be of questionable character and participate in illegal
activity.

The lord of the 3 is in 10, and
the lord of the 3 conjoins a
malefic planet.
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Astrological Cause
Mars is in 4 or Rahu is in 4.

Your siblings will thrive in business and will have ranks and high statusThe
in lord of the 3 is in 10, and
the lord of the 3 has at least
the society. They will help you in your business.
one beneficial placement
attribute.
The lord of the 3 is in 10, and
Your siblings will not thrive in business and will not have ranks and high
lord of the 3 has at least
status in the society. Your siblings will not help you in your business. the
one negative placement
attribute.

Health
A benefic is in a kendra.
Your overall health and well-being is helped and increased. This kind of
general, positive placement removes other negative forces in your chart.

Be careful during the periods of the 12th lord because of her position,
she signifies danger for you.
Diseases will have a hard time overwhelming you.

The lord of the 12 is aspected
by the lord of the 2 or the lord
of the 12 conjoins the lord of
the 2.
A benefic is in a trine.

Career/Work
The lord of the 10 is in 3.
This placement not good for fulfillment of career objectives. It is said that
it ruins "Raja Yogas" or combinations for becoming "rich like Kings".
Basically, the all important 10th Lord should go to another wealth-giving
or strong house for the commonly desired material well-being to be
insured. This placement can be taken in a general way to indicate that the
person is so oriented towards "brothers and sisters" that they cannot be
really good exploiters or entrepreneurs, out for themselves. They are
more of the friendly working type, who would rather have associates
than wealth "at any price". Famous brothers, good learning and a desire
to uplift the poor manifest in this situation. Talent in arts and strong
determination are manifest as well. The ability to rear many children may
also be notable. Look to the lord of the 10th for these things.

You will follow some religious profession and will be engaged in
austerities and charitable deeds.

The lord of the 9 conjoins the
lord of the 10.

The lord of the 2 is in 10, and
You will tend to acquire wealth through service commerce, trade,
the lord of the 2 has at least
sacrifices, performance or religious rites and ceremonies and agriculture.
one beneficial placement
attribute.
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Wealth
Accumulation of wealth is deterred.

The lord of the 11 conjoins the
lord of the 12.

The lord of the 5 conjoins the
This placement is a "dhana yoga", which means a combination of
planetary influences known to create wealth. The more dhana yogas onelord of the 11.
has, the more likely they are to be wealthy in this life. Wealthy people
usually have at least two, and sometimes 5 dhana yogas.

Your wealth and other forms of gain are improved. If there is an elder
sibling, they may be very successful and be of help to you.

11 has at least one beneficial
placement attribute.

Religion
You father will be a good person, charitable, and performer of good
deeds, she will also be dedicated to those wiser than herself.

9 has at least one beneficial
placement attribute.

Your father and teachers may experience difficulties. You may be born9 has at least one negative
in a less fortunate family or suffer ill health. You will tend to not have placement attribute.
total devotion to religious leaders, and be pessimistic about performing
charity.

Other Fortunes
Jupiter is in a trine or Jupiter is
Because you have the strongly beneficial Jupiter in either a trine or angle
house, there is cancellation of all evils indicated in the chart. This meansin a kendra.
that, when bad things come in the life, they will also automatically
dissipate in strength, and the outcome will not be so bad. You are
protected by divine grace and past good karma.

Good life in general, wealth, intelligence. Physical health at all times.

The lord of the 1 is in a trine.

Marriage
May promise the birth of twins or two marriages. Lack of happiness at
times, helps to ward off sickness. You are made more beautiful by it,
and it tends to give small but nicely shaped breasts.

The Sun is in 3, and the
person is female.

Children
You may have an adopted child, or may look after the children of
others.

The lord of the 1 is in 5 or the
lord of the 5 is in 1 or 5 is
aspected by Saturn or Gemini
is in 5 or Virgo is in 5 or
Aquarius is in 5 or Capricorn is
in 5.
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Astrological Points
Mercury will give favorable results during her periods.

The Moon will give favorable results during her periods.
This placement generally gives favorable results so the periods of
two lords should be favorable.

The Sun conjoins Mercury or
the Sun is aspected by
Mercury or Mercury is
aspected by the Sun.
Moon conjoins Mars or Moon
is aspected by Mars or Mars is
aspected by Moon.
theseThe lord of the 11 conjoins the
lord of the 12 or the lord of the
11 is aspected by the lord of
the 12 or the lord of the 12 is
aspected by the lord of the 11.

Other General Readings
The lord of the 5 is in 4, and
You may have limited number of children and you will live by agriculture.
the lord of the 5 has at least
one beneficial placement
attribute.
The lord of the 5 has at least
Your children may become very wealthy and fortunate. You will be very
beneficial placement
powerful, do well and will be a friend of highly paced people. You are one
attribute.

intelligent and educated. You will have many people who listen to your
advice.
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Natal Positions
Name Ret Sign
Ascendant
Sun
Moon
Mars
Mercury
Jupiter
Venus R
Saturn R
Rahu
Ketu

Sagittarius
Pisces
Libra
Aries
Aquarius
Aries
Aries
Libra
Capricorn
Cancer

Degrees Star
29° 58’
17° 59’
6° 51’
15° 27’
26° 34’
28° 13’
6° 26’
1° 44’
17° 11’
17° 11’

Transit Positions
Qtr. Lord Sub Bindus

Uttarashadha 1
Revati
1
Swati
1
Bharani
1
Purvabhadrapa 2
Krttika
1
Ashwini
2
Chitra
3
Shravan
3
Ashlesha
1

Sun Rahu
Merc Merc
RahuRahu
Ven Ven
Jup Ven
Sun Moon
Ketu Rahu
Mars Merc
MoonSat
Merc Merc

Name Ret Sign
Sun
Pisces
Moon
Capricorn
Mars
Capricorn
Mercury
Aquarius
Jupiter
Scorpio
Venus
Aries
Saturn R Cancer
Rahu
Aquarius
Ketu
Leo

Degrees
00° 49’
14° 49’
19° 29’
04° 06’
25° 07’
03° 25’
25° 16’
22° 11’
22° 11’

HOW TO READ TRANSIT READINGS
The twelve houses in a person’s birth chart represent the
entire history of an individual. Each of the twelve houses
signify certain important events and incidents of life.
Kindly note that there are two columns on the printout. The
column on the right side is the column of the Ascendant,
your real life experiences.
The column on the left side is the column of the Moon, the
column of your thoughts and mind.
Every planet has it’s own duration to transit each
your birth chart. For example, Sun transit takes
Moon 2.5 days, March 45 days, Mercury 27 days,
year, Venus 24 days, Saturn 2.5 years, Rahu &
months each.

house in
30 days,
Jupiter 1
Ketu 18

For example, Sun in Libra transits 1st house from your Moon
impacts your personality during those dates that are marked
as starting date on the left side and ends on the dates marked
on the right side. This impact is on the mental level of the

individual.
Again, Sun in Libra transits 7th house from your Ascendant
impacts your house of spouse, marriage or partnership. This
impact is on the real life experience.
See below for detailed description on each house from one to
twelve.
If you gave your correct time of birth, then you can read both
columns. If not, then you should only read the column of the
Moon, i.e. the column on the left side.
Please note: Planets in houses 1, 4, 7, 10 (from the Moon as
well as from the Ascendant) are very powerful. Planets in the
5 and 9 are considered very auspicious for financial gain.
Planets in 2, 5, 8 and 11 are considered second strong in
giving auspicious results. Planets in 3 and 6 houses are
considered weak.
The following are the twelve houses and their significance.

The First House:
Indicates: The beginning of life,
childhood, health, environment,
personality, the physical body and
character, the constitution, happiness,
dreams and the skin.

awakening and memory, initiation,
secrecy, dignity and general education,
contentment, hospitality, scholarship,
joy and new ventures and Purva Punya
( pa s t l i fe e ve nt s o r p r e vi ou s
incarnation).

The Second House:
Indicates: Family, face, speech, right eye,
food, sources of wealth or income,
literary gift, manner and source of death
and self-acquisition, dependents,
precious metals, mental stability and
truth, hypocrisy and optimism.

The Sixth House:
Indicates: Enemies, thieves, cuts and
wounds in the body, disappointments,
miseries and sorrows, debts, illness,
paternal relatives and sinful deeds,
battle/fight, diseases, hostility and fear
of injuries, obstructions, abscess, cattle
and fear, struggle for existence, mental
worry, sloth and fear of losing
reputation.

The Third House:
Indicates: Brothers and sisters,
intelligence, short journeys, neighbors,
immediate relations, letters and writings,
courage, right ear and chest/breast and
servants.
The Fourth House:
Indicates: Peace of mind, happiness,
mother, home life, relatives, house, selfprosperity, enjoyments, conveyances,
landed and ancestral property, general
happiness, education, vehicles, and the
general build of the neck and shoulders,
immovable/moveable property and
good name, drinks, journeys, change of
residence, inner feelings and falsehood,
generosity, gardens and maternal
relatives.
The Fifth House:
Indicates: Intelligence, atman (soul),
discriminating power, children, fame
and position in life, thinking, skill,

The Seventh House:
Indicates: Wife, husband, marriage,
urinary organs, marital happiness, sexual
diseases, trade and speculation, desire,
diplomacy and honor, travels, business
tact, and the latent energies. Sexual
intercourse, loss, domestic harmony and
conjugal happiness, prostitution,
partnership of any kind, quarrels with
the opposite gender and breaks of
journeys and luxuries.
The Eight House:
Indicates: Longevity, secret organ, death
legacies, gifts, unearned wealth, cause of
death, wills, disgrace, degradation, the
place and surroundings of death, defeat,
insult, sorrow and blame, servants,
impediments and lost articles, venereal
complaints, accidents, sin and violence.

The Ninth House:
Indicates: Godliness, righteous,
preceptor/guru, grandchildren and
metaphysical studies, imagination,
intuition, religious devotion and law,
sympathy, philosophy, science and
literature, lasting fame, leadership,
charities and communication with
beings or elementals in higher and lower
dimensions (deities or ghosts) and the
like, long journeys, foreign travel, father,
mental purity, regulated life and
auspicious happenings.
The Tenth House:
Indicates: Occupation, temporal honors,
success and respect, means of
livelihood, self-respect and religious
knowledge, dignity and trade, farming
and distinction, self-control and grace.
The Eleventh House:
Indicates: Means of gains,
accomplishments, friends, assets, elder
brother/sisters, daughters, freedom
from misery and pain. Mercantile
speculations, ambitions, scandals and
inheritance.
The Twelfth House:
Indicates: Misery, loss, expenditure,
waste, extravagance and sympathy, piety,
divine knowledge and worship, Moksha
(final emancipation) and the state after
death, evils, forbidden practices and
mental aberration, disappointment,
sudden death, enemies, hatred of the
public and affliction, body deformity,
puzzling sicknesses and black magic.
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Transit Readings for Hari Dasi
Covering the period MAR 15, 2007 to MAR 14, 2009
Beginning
Dec 30, 2004
at 1:24 PM

E

e

Moon in Leo

Beginning
Oct 12, 2006
at 12:07 AM

Q e
Ketu in Leo

Beginning
Oct 12, 2006
at 12:07 AM

P k
Rahu in Aquarius

Beginning
Oct 27, 2006
at 12:20 PM

K h
Jupiter in Scorpio

Printed on FEB 17, 2007 at 10:05 PM

Moon in Leo transits eleven houses
from your Moon.

Moon in Leo transits nine houses from
your Ascendant.

Friendships deepen- you are more
protective and supportive of friends. You
can attract your friends in a deeper way
because of feeling more easy about the
relationships. A female friend comes into
prominence now. Watch for being too
possessive of a friend.

You may feel like deviating from your daily
routine. Travel is beneficial in overcoming
your boredom for a short period. You may
meet new friends from afar or a foreign
country. This can cause tension and fatigue,
as well as unexpected expenses.

Ketu in Leo transits eleven houses from
your Moon.

Ketu in Leo transits nine houses from
your Ascendant.

The native will have strained relations with
close relation, elder brothers and with
opposite sex. Financial troubles can not be
ruled out. Success and gain. Strained
relations with sons. Fortunate in money.

The native will suffer loss during long travel,
his education will suffer, gain from education
will not be realized . One may experience
disrespect due to religion, expensive
tendencies and publication etc. Jealous of
father, arrogant, short tempered, unfortunate.
Punishment in foreign land.

Rahu in Aquarius transits five houses
from your Moon.

Rahu in Aquarius transits three houses
from your Ascendant.

Rahu transiting here indicates love, gain
and pleasure through children. Gain
through speculations and one can earn
through creative ability obtained through
education. Delay in birth of 1st child.
Worries through children who may be
demanding.

One will gain through relations, education
and younger brother; also through short
journeys, travels, publishing and writing.
Powerful, renowned, lucky with friendships.

Jupiter in Scorpio transits two houses
from your Moon.

Jupiter in Scorpio transits twelve
houses from your Ascendant.

Jupiter passing through the 2nd house
increases financial prospects. If birth chart
is good for finances, it increases the
income and adds considerably to the
possessions. The native will acquire
money and domestic happiness. Defeat of
opposition, marriage, birth of son, new
position and status are indicated. The
transit will be favorable in the sphere of
material possessions and resources, but it
is excellent also for an increase in your
spiritual standard as well as other
dimensions of your life. Guard against
mismanagement of your resources.
Comforts and pleasures will be at your
command. A good period for investment
and purchase of property.

Jupiter passing through 12th house brings
indirect success through opponents and
enemies. Good for overcoming bad or
unfavorable conditions. Good for occultism,
romance, secret adventures and unpopular
enterprises. The benefits from this transit
will not be obvious. Good for learning,
spiritual and religious pursuits. May spend
arrogantly, with a tendency to cheat others.
In case of a malefic Jupiter, you will have
fear, mental anguish, grief and fear caused
through property, litigation, difficult journeys,
separation from family, imprisonment,
anxiety, increased expenditure and afflicted
health.

Ending
Dec 31, 1900
at 8:00 PM

SA-JU-RA

Ending
Apr 30, 2008
at 3:06 AM

ME-ME-RA

Ending
Apr 30, 2008
at 3:06 AM

ME-ME-RA

Ending
Nov 21, 2007
at 6:55 PM

ME-ME-RA
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Transit Readings for Hari Dasi
Covering the period MAR 15, 2007 to MAR 14, 2009
Beginning
Jan 10, 2007
at 10:45 AM

L d
Saturn in Cancer

Beginning
Jan 29, 2007
at 8:40 AM

B k
Mercury in
Aquarius

Beginning
Feb 17, 2007
at 9:20 PM

F j
Mars in Capricorn

Printed on FEB 17, 2007 at 10:05 PM

Saturn in Cancer transits ten houses
from your Moon.

Saturn in Cancer transits eight houses
from your Ascendant.

Saturn passing through the 10th house
brings failures, scandal and troubles
through superiors causing loss of honor
and credit. To the cultured and refined
person, it will cause prudence in speech
and conduct, the undertaking of great
responsibilities, and a scrutiny of moral
conduct. An important transit to a sensitive
point of your birth chart. In your professional
life, you will gain many responsibilities. If
you strive to be a leader or a politician you
will achieve success. If you shirk
responsibility you will be a failure. A fit time
to make your impression upon others.
Negative energies can cause disaster and
fall through your own actions. In case there
are malefic aspects to your 10th house in
your birth chart it will be especially
dangerous. You can control the results of
this transit by preparing carefully and not
taking short cuts. Your prestige, status and
job can be threatened. Irritation, disputes,
unhealthy atmosphere, loss of money,
scandals, increased expenditure, loss of
honor and new employment are some
results for this transitional experience.

Saturn in 8th house brings sickness or even
death; troubles through partners; legacies to
awakened or more enlightened individuals.
There may be connections with occult
societies, reconciliation to change of
consciousness, and thoughts concerning
the soul's conditions after death. There may
be problems with finances and
possessions you have jointly with others.
Conflict with others is indicated, and joint
resources will be cut off and at the time of
need. Bank loans, marriage settlement and
partners demands for finances will cut you
off from them. Do not count on other's help
during this period; no financial help from
anyone. Depend on yourself, not on others
and their resources. Death of some relative
or your health maybe afflicted. You will learn
how to deal with people; you will also know
your resources, relatives and people around
you. You will face criticism, separation from
a loved one, losses, mean actions of others,
troubles through relations, litigation, bad
company and disrepute. Unwanted
displeasure of officers and government and
confinement to one place.

Mercury in Aquarius transits five houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Aquarius transits three
houses from your Ascendant.

You will express yourself well but watch for
a quarrelling tendency, especially with
children. Games or reading may upset your
peace of mind. In case of affliction of
Mercury in your birth chart, you may suffer
financial loss, wasted energy, dishonor and
disharmony in domestic surroundings.

Group discussions, meeting new people,
short-distance travel and contact with
neighbors and relatives. A favorable time for
intellectual works. Not a good time to relax.
Fear from opponents, disharmony and
disputes with officers and others;
humiliation and loss of money. Use this
transit time to gather information rather than
to act.

Mars in Capricorn transits four houses
from your Moon.

Mars in Capricorn transits two houses
from your Ascendant.

Mars passing through 4th house is not
good for moving or change of residence.
For harmony in family life, you should
communicate on points of contention
during this transit. You will thus be able to
influence their point of view. Compulsive or
inappropriate behavior will aggravate things
to your disadvantage. Difficulties include:
relationship with parents, property disputes
and some blockage of your efforts in
professional life. Stay in control of yourself.
Domestic unhappiness is indicated.

May spark impulsive expenditures,
extravagance and some waste. Watch for
being too oversensitive regarding your
opinions and desires. You may suffer theft
or trouble from opposition or from
government, and subsequent anxiety. Watch
for having a harsh temperament and
entering into disputes. On the positive side,
your efforts to complete your work will be
fruitful.

Ending
Jul 15, 2007
at 6:00 PM

ME-ME-JU

Ending
Apr 6, 2007
at 10:50 PM

ME-ME-JU

Ending
Mar 29, 2007
at 7:35 AM

ME-ME-JU
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Transit Readings for Hari Dasi
Covering the period MAR 15, 2007 to MAR 14, 2009
Beginning
Mar 12, 2007
at 6:15 PM

C a
Venus in Aries

Beginning
Mar 14, 2007
at 6:25 PM

A l
Sun in Pisces

Beginning
Mar 29, 2007
at 7:35 AM

F k
Mars in Aquarius

Printed on FEB 17, 2007 at 10:05 PM

Venus in Aries transits seven houses
from your Moon.

Venus in Aries transits five houses from
your Ascendant.

Best position for all relationships. You may
enter marriage if unmarried, and be
blessed. A good time for expression of
feelings of love and affection which will be
reciprocated equally. In profession,
partnership will be gainful and of mutual
benefit. If you are in conflict in your life, this
is the best transit for trying again. Persons
even openly hostile to you will be receptive
to your overtures. There may be legal
confrontations, law suits, but you can settle
outside law courts.

Happiness from elders and children. The
son will get good position in profession.
Gain of money, birth of child, honor from
superiors and elders. Helpful friends,
virtuous deeds and fame. A good time for
entertainment, amusement as well as
affairs of children. Love relationship will be
favorable. Try to stay balanced.

Sun in Pisces transits six houses from
your Moon.

Sun in Pisces transits four houses from
your Ascendant.

The sixth house is known as the house of
work, of tasks that need to be done now for
efficiency and effectiveness. You can work
clearly and sharply in your work. You must
act according to the wishes of others. In
service, you should work according to
directions. If independent in service, take
care of your subordinates and have self
control for good results and satisfaction.
Take care of your health for good results.
Victory over opponents, happiness, favor
from superiors, peace of mind, gain in
service and efforts are indicated with this
transit. Cheerfulness in undertakings and
success therein. Sorrows are disspelled
and mental satisfaction is achieved. There
will be general success, good clothes and
comfort.

During this period, one may suffer misery,
fear, domestic unhappiness, ill health,
pressure from creditors, fear of ailments and
loss of respect; as also financial stress,
sorrows, impediments in married life and in
sexual enjoyment. Quarrels and disputes
with family. Problems regarding property,
Land etc., Difficulties in journeys and
discomforts from vehicles. Use this period
especially in contemplation and meditation.
Past events may now bring consequences.
Analyzing the effects your past family
experience may have had upon you with the
help of a counselor may be helpful.

Mars in Aquarius transits five houses
from your Moon.

Mars in Aquarius transits three houses
from your Ascendant.

A passionate and extravagant period. Your
relationships with children will be strained.
Guard against accidents to self and
children as you may be less disciplined
and of irritable temperament during this
time. Be also on guard against improper
desires, trouble and quarrels, especially
with kids. Possibility of theft in your house.

Possibility of accident during short travel.
The mind may be turbulent and hasty. Your
energies will be high, and there is
considerable danger of conflict with those
whom you contact on a daily basis, whether
neighbors or relatives. You will be
argumentative. Disagreement from others
on your views should not be taken as a
personal affront. A good period for
expressing yourself and any kind of vigorous
mental work. On the whole, you will enjoy
success, good health and happiness,
honor, authority and pleasure from children
as also gain from wife.

Ending
Apr 6, 2007
at 6:55 PM

ME-ME-JU

Ending
Apr 14, 2007
at 2:50 AM

ME-ME-JU

Ending
May 7, 2007
at 11:30 AM

ME-ME-JU
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Transit Readings for Hari Dasi
Covering the period MAR 15, 2007 to MAR 14, 2009
Beginning
Apr 6, 2007
at 6:55 PM

C b
Venus in Taurus

Beginning
Apr 6, 2007
at 10:50 PM

B l
Mercury in Pisces

Beginning
Apr 14, 2007
at 2:50 AM

A a
Sun in Aries

Printed on FEB 17, 2007 at 10:05 PM

Venus in Taurus transits eight houses
from your Moon.

Venus in Taurus transits six houses
from your Ascendant.

Gain of wealth through spouse, your
business partner or financial institution.
Union with partner, wife or beloved. Good
health, Love relationship now started will be
a lasting one. Aquisition of property is
possible. Pleasure through opposite sex,
domestic bliss, fame, honor and all round
prosperity.

You may confront difficulties, because this is
not a happy position for Venus. Irritation,
dishonor, illness to wife and anxiety may be
experienced. Problems in relationship may
arise. But this may be a good period for
service and for good relationships with
superiors and employees, gain of
unexpected money. Increased expenditure,
disputes and losses maybe experienced.
Good health is indicated, but avoid overeating. Not a favorable position for romance.

Mercury in Pisces transits six houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Pisces transits four houses
from your Ascendant.

Health and work are signified by this house.
Excellent time for mental work to gain
success and popularity. Plan your projects
carefully for successful results. Mental and
domestic happiness, victory over enemies
and renown are indicated. Good
relationships with officers and
subordinates are possible, so do not
criticize anyone. Affliction to this house or to
Mercury can adversely affect your health. Do
not strain your body during this time. Take
extra care for your health.

This transit indicates fulfillment of your
plans, schemes and contracts etc. for gain
of money and enjoyment. Prosperity to
relations and family, happiness, contacts
with good persons, domestic happiness
and prosperity. Family matters will be
settled. Communications will be gainful.

Sun in Aries transits seven houses from
your Moon.

Sun in Aries transits five houses from
your Ascendant.

This house is associated with partnership
such as marriage, legal or otherwise,
business, existing relationships, law suits
in partnership. During this transit you may
form new relationships for various
purposes. Examine your relationship with
your spouse for better cooperation. You
must be effective for your partner as he or
she is for you. Unsuccessful efforts and
troubles are indicated. Do not take action
alone; work with a partner or consult with an
expert in that specific field. Do not enter into
direct conflict during this month. Avoid
wearisome traveling. Take precautions
against stomach and anal diseases,
indigestion, painful urination etc. You may
suffer humiliation, loss of money, quarrels
with wife, anxiety and depression of mind.
Health of wife and children may be afflicted.

This causes mental tension,
embarrassment from enemies, ill health to
self and children, expenditure, accidents,
displeasure from those in authority and
separation from relatives. Express yourself
freely but do not dominate others. This being
a house of recreation and amusement, you
must enjoy to forget the malefic effects as
above. This is also a house of spiritual
discipline and prayer which, if practiced, can
nullify the negative effects of this transit.
Assess your relationships with your children
for future good will.

Ending
May 2, 2007
at 5:50 PM

ME-ME-SA

Ending
Apr 24, 2007
at 3:10 AM

ME-ME-SA

Ending
May 14, 2007
at 11:40 PM

ME-ME-SA
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Transit Readings for Hari Dasi
Covering the period MAR 15, 2007 to MAR 14, 2009
Beginning
Apr 24, 2007
at 3:10 AM

B a
Mercury in Aries

Beginning
May 2, 2007
at 5:50 PM

C c
Venus in Gemini

Beginning
May 7, 2007
at 11:30 AM

F l
Mars in Pisces

Beginning
May 8, 2007
at 8:50 AM

B b
Mercury in Taurus

Printed on FEB 17, 2007 at 10:05 PM

Mercury in Aries transits seven houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Aries transits five houses
from your Ascendant.

You can explain any issue in detail to your
spouse or partner to avoid mental worry or
misunderstanding which will help you
greatly. Do not think or act alone but try to
take help of others. Discuss your difficulties
with those in your life with whom you are
intimate to avert dishonor, separation,
domestic worries and disagreement with
close relations, friends etc. Arguments and
controversies can be avoided. You can
enter into negotiations and contracts about
any matter if Mercury is not afflicted; if so,
avoid or postpone them.

You will express yourself well but watch for a
quarrelling tendency, especially with
children. Games or reading may upset your
peace of mind. In case of affliction of Mercury
in your birth chart, you may suffer financial
loss, wasted energy, dishonor and
disharmony in domestic surroundings.

Venus in Gemini transits nine houses
from your Moon.

Venus in Gemini transits seven houses
from your Ascendant.

Good deeds and friends, gain, mental
happiness, romance and charity,
donations, comforts, marriage, distant
travel for loved ones, respect from elders
and preceptors, increased knowledge,
fame and prosperity. Love or experience of
beauty in art, pleasures and amusement.
Love relations will give you good
experiences. Association with a new who is
better educated and experienced than
yourself which will be quite helpful and
gainful. Easy and rewarding transit.

Best position for all relationships. You may
enter marriage if unmarried, and be
blessed. A good time for expression of
feelings of love and affection which will be
reciprocated equally. In profession,
partnership will be gainful and of mutual
benefit. If you are in conflict in your life, this
is the best transit for trying again. Persons
even openly hostile to you will be receptive to
your overtures. There may be legal
confrontations, law suits, but you can settle
outside law courts.

Mars in Pisces transits six houses from
your Moon.

Mars in Pisces transits four houses
from your Ascendant.

Weakened health through overworking is
an effect of Mars passing through the sixth
house, as also troubles through inferiors.
Work hard and get things done. You will be
credited for such accomplishments. Avoid
conflicts with superiors- do only what is
expected of you and don't be too
aggressive. There may be employment for
team work. There is chance of infections,
fever or accidents, so be careful about your
health in general.

Mars passing through 4th house is not good
for moving or change of residence. For
harmony in family life, you should
communicate on points of contention during
this transit. You will thus be able to influence
their point of view. Compulsive or
inappropriate behavior will aggravate things
to your disadvantage. Difficulties include:
relationship with parents, property disputes
and some blockage of your efforts in
professional life. Stay in control of yourself.
Domestic unhappiness is indicated.

Mercury in Taurus transits eight houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Taurus transits six houses
from your Ascendant.

Deep thinking and action will pay off for you
more than usual, but do not be carried away
by thoughts. you can benefit through joint
finance and property dealings if Mercury is
not afflicted.

Health and work are signified by this house.
Excellent time for mental work to gain
success and popularity. Plan your projects
carefully for successful results. Mental and
domestic happiness, victory over enemies

Ending
May 8, 2007
at 8:50 AM

ME-ME-SA

Ending
May 30, 2007
at 1:05 PM

ME-ME-SA

Ending
Jun 16, 2007
at 10:40 AM

ME-ME-SA

Ending
May 24, 2007
at 10:10 AM

ME-ME-SA
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Transit Readings for Hari Dasi
Covering the period MAR 15, 2007 to MAR 14, 2009

Printed on FEB 17, 2007 at 10:05 PM

and renown are indicated. Good
relationships with officers and subordinates
are possible, so do not criticize anyone.
Affliction to this house or to Mercury can
adversely affect your health. Do not strain
your body during this time. Take extra care
for your health.
Beginning
May 14, 2007
at 11:40 PM

A b
Sun in Taurus

Beginning
May 24, 2007
at 10:10 AM

B c
Mercury in Gemini

Beginning
May 30, 2007
at 1:05 PM

C d
Venus in Cancer

Sun in Taurus transits eight houses
from your Moon.

Sun in Taurus transits six houses from
your Ascendant.

There may be fear, anxiety and irritability. An
encounter with someone will bring very
powerful changes in your life. This person
may challenge your value structure, or there
may be a powerful intermeshing of your
personalities. Safeguard against diseases
and high blood pressure for your longevity.
There may be affliction to health of wife or
children. This is a house of death. It also
usually means death of some aspect of
yourself or your life rather than death of a
person. Under rare conditions, (with many
other indications), this transit can mean an
actual death. Joint finances can cause
worry, you may be worried about trying to
borrow money or get financial backing from
a bank. This transit indicates displeasure
from authority figures, suffering from
excessive heat, quarrel with friends,
association with wicked people, extravagant
expenditure and loss through opposition.

The sixth house is known as the house of
work, of tasks that need to be done now for
efficiency and effectiveness. You can work
clearly and sharply in your work. You must
act according to the wishes of others. In
service, you should work according to
directions. If independent in service, take
care of your subordinates and have self
control for good results and satisfaction.
Take care of your health for good results.
Victory over opponents, happiness, favor
from superiors, peace of mind, gain in
service and efforts are indicated with this
transit. Cheerfulness in undertakings and
success therein. Sorrows are disspelled
and mental satisfaction is achieved. There
will be general success, good clothes and
comfort.

Mercury in Gemini transits nine houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Gemini transits seven
houses from your Ascendant.

A good period for study. Subjects relating to
foreign places, law, philosophy or higher
knowledge of any kind will be beneficial.
You may have dealings with officials of law.
Good time for travel, conversation and
communication with others. In case of
affliction or otherwise, impediments, loss of
money, wearisome traveling, obstacles and
disagreement with relations. But in the
latter half, honor and position.

You can explain any issue in detail to your
spouse or partner to avoid mental worry or
misunderstanding which will help you
greatly. Do not think or act alone but try to
take help of others. Discuss your difficulties
with those in your life with whom you are
intimate to avert dishonor, separation,
domestic worries and disagreement with
close relations, friends etc. Arguments and
controversies can be avoided. You can enter
into negotiations and contracts about any
matter if Mercury is not afflicted; if so, avoid
or postpone them.

Venus in Cancer transits ten houses
from your Moon.

Venus in Cancer transits eight houses
from your Ascendant.

A favorable transit for business and
profession. Persons in authority will be
favorable and helpful to you.

Gain of wealth through spouse, your
business partner or financial institution.
Union with partner, wife or beloved. Good
health, Love relationship now started will be
a lasting one. Aquisition of property is
possible. Pleasure through opposite sex,

Ending
Jun 15, 2007
at 6:15 AM

ME-ME-SA

Ending
Aug 1, 2007
at 8:20 AM

ME-ME-SA

Ending
Jul 3, 2007
at 5:40 PM

ME-ME-SA
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Transit Readings for Hari Dasi
Covering the period MAR 15, 2007 to MAR 14, 2009

Printed on FEB 17, 2007 at 10:05 PM

domestic bliss, fame, honor and all round
prosperity.

Beginning
Jun 15, 2007
at 6:15 AM

A c
Sun in Gemini

Beginning
Jun 16, 2007
at 10:40 AM

F a
Mars in Aries

Beginning
Jul 3, 2007
at 5:40 PM

C e
Venus in Leo

Sun in Gemini transits nine houses from
your Moon.

Sun in Gemini transits seven houses
from your Ascendant.

This house indicates religious and spiritual
concerns in general. You will travel,
meeting saints and teachers from different
backgrounds through whom you will be
exposed to new subjects which will benefit
you. This transit can indicate involvement or
concern with law, even if only to investigate
a principle of law. During this transit you
may become rash, quarrel with elders,
suffer disgrace and worry, loss of money,
false accusation or become diseased. A
disturbed mind is also indicated, as also
separation from loved ones, inclination for
low deeds, despondency or enmity on
account of money.

This house is associated with partnership
such as marriage, legal or otherwise,
business, existing relationships, law suits in
partnership. During this transit you may form
new relationships for various purposes.
Examine your relationship with your spouse
for better cooperation. You must be effective
for your partner as he or she is for you.
Unsuccessful efforts and troubles are
indicated. Do not take action alone; work
with a partner or consult with an expert in
that specific field. Do not enter into direct
conflict during this month. Avoid wearisome
traveling. Take precautions against
stomach and anal diseases, indigestion,
painful urination etc. You may suffer
humiliation, loss of money, quarrels with
wife, anxiety and depression of mind. Health
of wife and children may be afflicted.

Mars in Aries transits seven houses
from your Moon.

Mars in Aries transits five houses from
your Ascendant.

Mars passing through the 7th house is not
good for marriage, attachments, law suits,
or partnership. It tends to promote quarrels
and opposition. A tension in life is
indicated during this transit, which can be
overcome by co operating with your
partners, wife and fellow workers. You will
face opposition. Mars is self assertive; your
relations may suffer during this transit. You
may find it difficult to give in or compromise
in marriage, partnerships, but such
compromising will help you tremendously
in finding harmony in those relationships.
Try to avoid unnecessary legal
proceedings. 191

A passionate and extravagant period. Your
relationships with children will be strained.
Guard against accidents to self and children
as you may be less disciplined and of
irritable temperament during this time. Be
also on guard against improper desires,
trouble and quarrels, especially with kids.
Possibility of theft in your house.

Venus in Leo transits eleven houses
from your Moon.

Venus in Leo transits nine houses from
your Ascendant.

Gain of friends and articles of luxury,
association with opposite sex, mental and
domestic happiness, gain of money and
prosperity. Happiness at home and
increase in income are indicated. A very
good period for team or group work, being
friendly to all, having parties, and for all
pleasure pursuits. People in all spheres
will be affectionate.

Good deeds and friends, gain, mental
happiness, romance and charity, donations,
comforts, marriage, distant travel for loved
ones, respect from elders and preceptors,
increased knowledge, fame and prosperity.
Love or experience of beauty in art,
pleasures and amusement. Love relations
will give you good experiences. Association
with a new who is better educated and
experienced than yourself which will be quite

Ending
Jul 16, 2007
at 5:05 PM

ME-ME-SA

Ending
Jul 28, 2007
at 10:45 PM

ME-ME-SA

Ending
Aug 19, 2007
at 10:05 AM

ME-ME-SA
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Transit Readings for Hari Dasi
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Printed on FEB 17, 2007 at 10:05 PM

helpful and gainful. Easy and rewarding
transit.
Beginning
Jul 15, 2007
at 6:00 PM

L e
Saturn in Leo

Beginning
Jul 16, 2007
at 5:05 PM

A d
Sun in Cancer

Saturn in Leo transits eleven houses
from your Moon.

Saturn in Leo transits nine houses from
your Ascendant.

Saturn passing through the 11th house will
bring false friends, deception and
frustration to hopes and wishes; in the
thoughtful it will produce a respect for
elders and a scientific turn of mind. It will
also bring care in choice of acquaintances
and a true appreciation of friendship. Good
for finances. Gain of money, fulfillment of
desires, acquisition of property, marriage
and domestic happiness. Gain of fame,
promotion, honor, and enjoyment with
opposite sex. Sympathy from all and reward
from Government. This transit is a high
period in your life. It is a house of
cooperation, hopes and wishes, ideals and
objectives and for them you will be crowned
with success and gain. Relatives and
friends will cooperate with you. You will
accumulate wealth during this transit
provided you control your spending.

Saturn passing through the 9th house will
bring legal troubles, disputes with partners
and relatives and unfavorable voyages; For
those with a progressive nature this transit
gives calm and deliberate thought regarding
metaphysics, equity into Philosophy and a
devout mind, prone to meditating and
thinking deeply. There may be some
financial loss as Saturn aspects the 11th
house. The 9th house being a house of law
can indicate legal difficulties. There can be
long journeys, but if your natal 9th house has
adverse planetary combinations there is
danger of accidents. Saturn will give
concentration into religion, metaphysics or
philosophy. Learning is very pragmatic at
this time. Enemies may not trouble you, but
you may experience diseases, decrease in
income, criminal prosecutions and
punishments, fruitless attempts, sorrows
and unhappiness. May cause ill health to
father and even death.

Sun in Cancer transits ten houses from
your Moon.

Sun in Cancer transits eight houses
from your Ascendant.

Victory over opposition, successful
completion of mighty undertakings,
happiness, wealth and gain of luxury items,
freedom from disease and association with
persons in authority are indicated by this
transit. Success or promotion at service,
profession or business. Gain of prestige
and comforts through friends and others.
You will get a better position in your career
and society which will increase your
reputation and standing. You will be in the
limelight either on a small or large scale as
per the normal course of your life. You may
be entrusted with an important project
which will be a good opportunity to prove
your worth. Your relationship with your
father will be good during this time. Watch
your actions; do not do anything in an
underhanded manner. You would be
exposed. The difficulty is usually indicated
by a simultaneous transit of another planet
that affects the tenth house.

There may be fear, anxiety and irritability. An
encounter with someone will bring very
powerful changes in your life. This person
may challenge your value structure, or there
may be a powerful intermeshing of your
personalities. Safeguard against diseases
and high blood pressure for your longevity.
There may be affliction to health of wife or
children. This is a house of death. It also
usually means death of some aspect of
yourself or your life rather than death of a
person. Under rare conditions, (with many
other indications), this transit can mean an
actual death. Joint finances can cause
worry, you may be worried about trying to
borrow money or get financial backing from
a bank. This transit indicates displeasure
from authority figures, suffering from
excessive heat, quarrel with friends,
association with wicked people, extravagant
expenditure and loss through opposition.

Ending
Sep 9, 2009
at 12:50 PM

ME-ME-SA

Ending
Aug 17, 2007
at 1:30 AM

ME-ME-SA
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Transit Readings for Hari Dasi
Covering the period MAR 15, 2007 to MAR 14, 2009
Beginning
Jul 28, 2007
at 10:45 PM

F b
Mars in Taurus

Beginning
Aug 1, 2007
at 8:20 AM

B d
Mercury in Cancer

Beginning
Aug 16, 2007
at 8:00 AM

B e
Mercury in Leo

Beginning
Aug 17, 2007
at 1:30 AM

A e
Sun in Leo

Printed on FEB 17, 2007 at 10:05 PM

Mars in Taurus transits eight houses
from your Moon.

Mars in Taurus transits six houses from
your Ascendant.

Mars here causes fever, fear, accidents and
wounds, sinful acts, loss of money, blood
poisoning, mental worry and fatigue etc.
The effects can be either subtle or blatant.
Your ego will have confrontation with others
. 8th house being the house of values that
you share with others will cause powerful
effects in him or her which may be cause a
change in you. With your wife there may be
disagreement. Not a good time to raise a
loan from anybody. The transit stimulates
sex as an expression of your ego. This
transit may transform you.

Weakened health through overworking is an
effect of Mars passing through the sixth
house, as also troubles through inferiors.
Work hard and get things done. You will be
credited for such accomplishments. Avoid
conflicts with superiors- do only what is
expected of you and don't be too aggressive.
There may be employment for team work.
There is chance of infections, fever or
accidents, so be careful about your health in
general.

Mercury in Cancer transits ten houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Cancer transits eight houses
from your Ascendant.

Good health, financial gain and all around
success and happiness are results of this
transit. A Good period for rise in
profession. You may make plans for
change or talk to superiors about your work
progress for promotion. A good time for
study of new subjects. Communications
will be gainful with the outside world,
through advertising, contracts or
negotiations. Check that there be not any
afflicted planet in the 10th house in the
chart and that it is not being transited by
another planet at the same time.

Deep thinking and action will pay off for you
more than usual, but do not be carried away
by thoughts. you can benefit through joint
finance and property dealings if Mercury is
not afflicted.

Mercury in Leo transits eleven houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Leo transits nine houses
from your Ascendant.

This is a time of increased
communications and social intercourse.
You may develop new friendships with
youngsters. Happiness at home, prosperity,
gain of money, honor, satisfaction- a good
and favorable time. Group working will be
beneficial. Intellectual exchanges with
friends.

A good period for study. Subjects relating to
foreign places, law, philosophy or higher
knowledge of any kind will be beneficial. You
may have dealings with officials of law. Good
time for travel, conversation and
communication with others. In case of
affliction or otherwise, impediments, loss of
money, wearisome traveling, obstacles and
disagreement with relations. But in the latter
half, honor and position.

Sun in Leo transits eleven houses from
your Moon.

Sun in Leo transits nine houses from
your Ascendant.

A period of cooperation with others.
Engaging in group efforts and projects in
your personal and professional life will be
the most effective way to accomplish your
aim. Be social and study the people around
you. Gain through friends and elders.

This house indicates religious and spiritual
concerns in general. You will travel, meeting
saints and teachers from different
backgrounds through whom you will be
exposed to new subjects which will benefit
you. This transit can indicate involvement or

Ending
Sep 16, 2007
at 11:50 AM

ME-ME-SA

Ending
Aug 16, 2007
at 8:00 AM

ME-ME-SA

Ending
Sep 1, 2007
at 2:55 PM

ME-KE-KE

Ending
Sep 17, 2007
at 1:30 AM

ME-KE-KE
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Transit Readings for Hari Dasi
Covering the period MAR 15, 2007 to MAR 14, 2009

Beginning
Aug 19, 2007
at 10:05 AM

C d

Enjoyment of new position, honor, gain of
money, happiness. Success and prosperity
in undertakings, good food, domestic bliss,
a good health, will perform religious
ceremonies and good deeds and gain
through father.

concern with law, even if only to investigate a
principle of law. During this transit you may
become rash, quarrel with elders, suffer
disgrace and worry, loss of money, false
accusation or become diseased. A
disturbed mind is also indicated, as also
separation from loved ones, inclination for
low deeds, despondency or enmity on
account of money.

Venus in Cancer transits ten houses
from your Moon.

Venus in Cancer transits eight houses
from your Ascendant.

A favorable transit for business and
profession. Persons in authority will be
favorable and helpful to you.

Gain of wealth through spouse, your
business partner or financial institution.
Union with partner, wife or beloved. Good
health, Love relationship now started will be
a lasting one. Aquisition of property is
possible. Pleasure through opposite sex,
domestic bliss, fame, honor and all round
prosperity.

Venus in Cancer

Beginning
Sep 1, 2007
at 2:55 PM

B f
Mercury in Virgo

Beginning
Sep 16, 2007
at 11:50 AM

F c
Mars in Gemini

Printed on FEB 17, 2007 at 10:05 PM

Mercury in Virgo transits twelve houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Virgo transits ten houses
from your Ascendant.

Secretive talks and secret works. People
may speak against you and you may
experience humiliation, disputes,
misunderstanding with wife, friends and
relatives. Disgrace through opponents.
Study will be beneficial. You will have an
increased ability for research into spiritual
and religious matters. Heavy expenditure
and loss of money is indicated.

Good health, financial gain and all around
success and happiness are results of this
transit. A Good period for rise in profession.
You may make plans for change or talk to
superiors about your work progress for
promotion. A good time for study of new
subjects. Communications will be gainful
with the outside world, through advertising,
contracts or negotiations. Check that there
be not any afflicted planet in the 10th house
in the chart and that it is not being transited
by another planet at the same time.

Mars in Gemini transits nine houses
from your Moon.

Mars in Gemini transits seven houses
from your Ascendant.

You will be enthusiastic and may have rash
speech. You can do more creative and
intellectual work than usual. You will have
influence over others who will have a good
impression of you, but do not be dogmatic
in your opinion or force your views upon
others. Expansion in your sphere is very
likely which will prove good. Possibility of
accident during travel, but only if other
indications in the birth chart point to this
also. This is house of law and the courts.
Under certain circumstances this transit
can indicate legal difficulties, in case of
serious afflictions to 9th house, this could
be bad for you. This transit may cause
mental anxiety, wearisome journeys,
humiliations and loss of wealth.

Mars passing through the 7th house is not
good for marriage, attachments, law suits, or
partnership. It tends to promote quarrels and
opposition. A tension in life is indicated
during this transit, which can be overcome
by co operating with your partners, wife and
fellow workers. You will face opposition.
Mars is self assertive; your relations may
suffer during this transit. You may find it
difficult to give in or compromise in
marriage, partnerships, but such
compromising will help you tremendously in
finding harmony in those relationships. Try
to avoid unnecessary legal proceedings.
191

Ending
Sep 29, 2007
at 2:45 PM

ME-KE-KE

Ending
Sep 22, 2007
at 6:20 AM

ME-KE-KE

Ending
Apr 28, 2008
at 5:00 AM

ME-KE-VE
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Transit Readings for Hari Dasi
Covering the period MAR 15, 2007 to MAR 14, 2009
Beginning
Sep 17, 2007
at 1:30 AM

A f
Sun in Virgo

Beginning
Sep 22, 2007
at 6:20 AM

B g
Mercury in Libra

Beginning
Sep 29, 2007
at 2:45 PM

C e
Venus in Leo

Printed on FEB 17, 2007 at 10:05 PM

Sun in Virgo transits twelve houses
from your Moon.

Sun in Virgo transits ten houses from
your Ascendant.

One more year ends with this transit.
Analyze this past year, acknowledging your
faults and virtues and be aware for the
future. Others, even friends, may cause you
loss and mental anxiety. Foreign travel, loss
of money, troubles and worries and afflicted
health (especially eyes and belly) are
indicated, as is disfavor from Superiors and
Government.

Victory over opposition, successful
completion of mighty undertakings,
happiness, wealth and gain of luxury items,
freedom from disease and association with
persons in authority are indicated by this
transit. Success or promotion at service,
profession or business. Gain of prestige
and comforts through friends and others.
You will get a better position in your career
and society which will increase your
reputation and standing. You will be in the
limelight either on a small or large scale as
per the normal course of your life. You may
be entrusted with an important project which
will be a good opportunity to prove your
worth. Your relationship with your father will
be good during this time. Watch your
actions; do not do anything in an
underhanded manner. You would be
exposed. The difficulty is usually indicated by
a simultaneous transit of another planet that
affects the tenth house.

Mercury in Libra transits one houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Libra transits eleven houses
from your Ascendant.

A good time to express your views and
examine yourself. Your mind will be more
active. Do not be deceptive and try to control
the tendency to vascillate often in your view
points. Short travels are indicated which will
be beneficial. In case Mercury is afflicted in
your birth chart or in transit in this house,
you may feel nervousness and anxiety. Try
to relax your thoughts. An afflicted Mercury
indicates an increase in low class
association and opponents, loss of wealth,
fear of being confined, mean speech and
an unsteady mind.

This is a time of increased communications
and social intercourse. You may develop
new friendships with youngsters. Happiness
at home, prosperity, gain of money, honor,
satisfaction- a good and favorable time.
Group working will be beneficial. Intellectual
exchanges with friends.

Venus in Leo transits eleven houses
from your Moon.

Venus in Leo transits nine houses from
your Ascendant.

Gain of friends and articles of luxury,
association with opposite sex, mental and
domestic happiness, gain of money and
prosperity. Happiness at home and
increase in income are indicated. A very
good period for team or group work, being
friendly to all, having parties, and for all
pleasure pursuits. People in all spheres
will be affectionate.

Good deeds and friends, gain, mental
happiness, romance and charity, donations,
comforts, marriage, distant travel for loved
ones, respect from elders and preceptors,
increased knowledge, fame and prosperity.
Love or experience of beauty in art,
pleasures and amusement. Love relations
will give you good experiences. Association
with a new who is better educated and
experienced than yourself which will be quite
helpful and gainful. Easy and rewarding
transit.

Ending
Oct 17, 2007
at 1:30 PM

ME-KE-VE

Ending
Oct 30, 2007
at 6:45 AM

ME-KE-VE

Ending
Nov 2, 2007
at 11:35 PM

ME-KE-VE
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Transit Readings for Hari Dasi
Covering the period MAR 15, 2007 to MAR 14, 2009
Beginning
Oct 17, 2007
at 1:30 PM

A g
Sun in Libra

Beginning
Oct 30, 2007
at 6:45 AM

B f
Mercury in Virgo

Beginning
Nov 2, 2007
at 11:35 PM

C f
Venus in Virgo

Printed on FEB 17, 2007 at 10:05 PM

Sun in Libra transits one houses from
your Moon.

Sun in Libra transits eleven houses from
your Ascendant.

Loss of house, prestige, position and
wealth; ill health like blood pressure,
suffering from fatigue, stomach ache, chest
pain, asthma, eye disease etc. One will
become irritated and may undertake a
wearisome journey or aimless traveling.
There may be obstacles in undertakings,
delay, separation from family, fear and
anxiety etc. You will care more for personal
matters, an excellent time to impress
others, but may find it difficult to work with
others and take proper care in your
profession. Under certain circumstances
there may be some marital problems; you
should try to solve them. Keep an eye on
yourself and your needs. There may be
separation from family in shape of transfer,
travel etc. Quarrels with friends and
relationship resulting in mental tension etc.

A period of cooperation with others.
Engaging in group efforts and projects in
your personal and professional life will be
the most effective way to accomplish your
aim. Be social and study the people around
you. Gain through friends and elders.
Enjoyment of new position, honor, gain of
money, happiness. Success and prosperity
in undertakings, good food, domestic bliss,
a good health, will perform religious
ceremonies and good deeds and gain
through father.

Mercury in Virgo transits twelve houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Virgo transits ten houses
from your Ascendant.

Secretive talks and secret works. People
may speak against you and you may
experience humiliation, disputes,
misunderstanding with wife, friends and
relatives. Disgrace through opponents.
Study will be beneficial. You will have an
increased ability for research into spiritual
and religious matters. Heavy expenditure
and loss of money is indicated.

Good health, financial gain and all around
success and happiness are results of this
transit. A Good period for rise in profession.
You may make plans for change or talk to
superiors about your work progress for
promotion. A good time for study of new
subjects. Communications will be gainful
with the outside world, through advertising,
contracts or negotiations. Check that there
be not any afflicted planet in the 10th house
in the chart and that it is not being transited
by another planet at the same time.

Venus in Virgo transits twelve houses
from your Moon.

Venus in Virgo transits ten houses from
your Ascendant.

Good transit for spiritual focus. Pleasure in
charitable activities, helping others,
especially loved ones who are near and
dear. Be careful not to give false hopes of
support to others.

A favorable transit for business and
profession. Persons in authority will be
favorable and helpful to you.

Ending
Nov 16, 2007
at 1:15 PM

ME-KE-VE

Ending
Nov 4, 2007
at 9:10 AM

ME-KE-VE

Ending
Nov 30, 2007
at 4:40 AM

ME-KE-VE
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Transit Readings for Hari Dasi
Covering the period MAR 15, 2007 to MAR 14, 2009
Beginning
Nov 4, 2007
at 9:10 AM

B g
Mercury in Libra

Beginning
Nov 16, 2007
at 1:15 PM

A h
Sun in Scorpio

Beginning
Nov 21, 2007
at 6:55 PM

K i
Jupiter in
Sagittarius

Printed on FEB 17, 2007 at 10:05 PM

Mercury in Libra transits one houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Libra transits eleven houses
from your Ascendant.

A good time to express your views and
examine yourself. Your mind will be more
active. Do not be deceptive and try to control
the tendency to vascillate often in your view
points. Short travels are indicated which will
be beneficial. In case Mercury is afflicted in
your birth chart or in transit in this house,
you may feel nervousness and anxiety. Try
to relax your thoughts. An afflicted Mercury
indicates an increase in low class
association and opponents, loss of wealth,
fear of being confined, mean speech and
an unsteady mind.

This is a time of increased communications
and social intercourse. You may develop
new friendships with youngsters. Happiness
at home, prosperity, gain of money, honor,
satisfaction- a good and favorable time.
Group working will be beneficial. Intellectual
exchanges with friends.

Sun in Scorpio transits two houses from
your Moon.

Sun in Scorpio transits twelve houses
from your Ascendant.

Loss of money, financial worries, fear,
unhappiness. May be cheated by others
and may become obstinate. Anxiety,
deceitful nature, keeping the company of
mean persons. Quarrels with relatives and
friends and unsuccessful actions. The
temperament becomes harsh and mean.
Danger of loss in business. Headache and
eye troubles. Property and resources may
be adversely affected. Parties and
invitations should be avoided during this
month.

One more year ends with this transit. Analyze
this past year, acknowledging your faults
and virtues and be aware for the future.
Others, even friends, may cause you loss
and mental anxiety. Foreign travel, loss of
money, troubles and worries and afflicted
health (especially eyes and belly) are
indicated, as is disfavor from Superiors and
Government.

Jupiter in Sagittarius transits three
houses from your Moon.

Jupiter in Sagittarius transits one
houses from your Ascendant.

Jupiter passing through the 3rd house
improves the mind, gives favorable
journeys and cordial relations with friends
and neighbors. Good for writing and
communications, literary work and higher
learning. Good time to network with others.
Favorable travels are indicated. Cordial and
gainful relations with brothers, sisters and
other relatives are indicated. Clear
understanding, broad views, generosity and
tolerance will be some effects on your
personality. Do not be influenced by
prejudices. Watch out for overspending and
also be careful not to impose yourself on
others. Be balanced; don't over commit to to
things which you will not be able to follow
through on lest you lose your position.
There may be separation from loved ones
as well as obstacles in business or
profession and ill health. Financial loss and
change of residence are possible.

A time of good health, renewed vigor,
increased vitality, much cheerfulness, hope
and joy. It often brings advancement, and
opportunities to make the most of personal
abilities. This is the beginning of a major
cycle of growth in your life. You will feel more
secure about yourself, but do not exaggerate
your importance. A good time for learning
and gaining new experience. Be mature and
non-prejudiced. There may be heavy
expenditure, an unfavorable journey and an
increase in opponents. You will get help
from others. Your relationships will be
mutually beneficial during this period.
Spiritual advancement is indicated, and this
is a fortunate year in personal terms. Self
confidence will pave the way of progress
during the year. A likely time for marriage if
you are unmarried.

Ending
Nov 27, 2007
at 11:50 AM

ME-KE-SU

Ending
Dec 16, 2007
at 3:50 AM

ME-KE-SU

Ending
Dec 9, 2008
at 1:20 PM

ME-KE-MO
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Transit Readings for Hari Dasi
Covering the period MAR 15, 2007 to MAR 14, 2009
Beginning
Nov 27, 2007
at 11:50 AM

B h
Mercury in
Scorpio

Beginning
Nov 30, 2007
at 4:40 AM

C g
Venus in Libra

Beginning
Dec 16, 2007
at 3:50 AM

A i
Sun in Sagittarius

Printed on FEB 17, 2007 at 10:05 PM

Mercury in Scorpio transits two houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Scorpio transits twelve
houses from your Ascendant.

Right thinking in material, intellectual or
spiritual side. You may enter into
negotiations with others regarding money
or property including business and its
expansion. In case of affliction avoid
making financial or property deals during
this period. Your mind will be cloudy and
may be misled by others. This transit gives
financial gain, reliable friends, good meals
and success in undertakings, but there may
be some unjust blame or scandal.

Secretive talks and secret works. People
may speak against you and you may
experience humiliation, disputes,
misunderstanding with wife, friends and
relatives. Disgrace through opponents.
Study will be beneficial. You will have an
increased ability for research into spiritual
and religious matters. Heavy expenditure
and loss of money is indicated.

Venus in Libra transits one houses from
your Moon.

Venus in Libra transits eleven houses
from your Ascendant.

A transit of several days influencing your
manner of expression to others for
enjoyment, pleasure and happiness. Good
for personal compromise. Peace with
others, good food and clothes, sound
sleep, articles of luxury and enjoyment of
marital relations. Success in education,
new position and status etc. You may
attract others but do not manipulate them
because this will not be a long term
influence. A good time for travel.

Gain of friends and articles of luxury,
association with opposite sex, mental and
domestic happiness, gain of money and
prosperity. Happiness at home and increase
in income are indicated. A very good period
for team or group work, being friendly to all,
having parties, and for all pleasure pursuits.
People in all spheres will be affectionate.

Sun in Sagittarius transits three houses
from your Moon.

Sun in Sagittarius transits one houses
from your Ascendant.

Take care of your surroundings and
increase your interaction with friends,
neighbors, relations with business
associates, people with whom you deal
daily. You should listen to others more than
acting independently. A good time to
accelerate the tempo of your life to do new
things. Study of a new subject, and short
journeys will be fruitful. Gain through
communication. It also indicates financial
gain, new position and status, happiness,
good health, success over opponents and
domestic comforts. This is a good time to
approach superiors and be recognized by
them. Special honor, courage and better
position in life are results of this transit.
Gain through children and friendships with
good people.

Loss of house, prestige, position and
wealth; ill health like blood pressure,
suffering from fatigue, stomach ache, chest
pain, asthma, eye disease etc. One will
become irritated and may undertake a
wearisome journey or aimless traveling.
There may be obstacles in undertakings,
delay, separation from family, fear and
anxiety etc. You will care more for personal
matters, an excellent time to impress others,
but may find it difficult to work with others
and take proper care in your profession.
Under certain circumstances there may be
some marital problems; you should try to
solve them. Keep an eye on yourself and
your needs. There may be separation from
family in shape of transfer, travel etc.
Quarrels with friends and relationship
resulting in mental tension etc.

Ending
Dec 16, 2007
at 3:05 PM

ME-KE-MO

Ending
Dec 25, 2007
at 2:00 PM

ME-KE-MO

Ending
Jan 14, 2008
at 2:30 PM

ME-KE-MO
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Transit Readings for Hari Dasi
Covering the period MAR 15, 2007 to MAR 14, 2009
Beginning
Dec 16, 2007
at 3:05 PM

B i
Mercury in
Sagittarius

Beginning
Dec 25, 2007
at 2:00 PM

C h
Venus in Scorpio

Beginning
Jan 4, 2008
at 7:50 AM

B j
Mercury in
Capricorn

Beginning
Jan 14, 2008
at 2:30 PM

A j
Sun in Capricorn

Printed on FEB 17, 2007 at 10:05 PM

Mercury in Sagittarius transits three
houses from your Moon.

Mercury in Sagittarius transits one
houses from your Ascendant.

Group discussions, meeting new people,
short-distance travel and contact with
neighbors and relatives. A favorable time for
intellectual works. Not a good time to relax.
Fear from opponents, disharmony and
disputes with officers and others;
humiliation and loss of money. Use this
transit time to gather information rather than
to act.

A good time to express your views and
examine yourself. Your mind will be more
active. Do not be deceptive and try to control
the tendency to vascillate often in your view
points. Short travels are indicated which will
be beneficial. In case Mercury is afflicted in
your birth chart or in transit in this house, you
may feel nervousness and anxiety. Try to
relax your thoughts. An afflicted Mercury
indicates an increase in low class
association and opponents, loss of wealth,
fear of being confined, mean speech and an
unsteady mind.

Venus in Scorpio transits two houses
from your Moon.

Venus in Scorpio transits twelve houses
from your Ascendant.

A good transit for finances and material
possession. You may gain money but
control your spending. You can borrow
money. Investment can be advantageous
specially in beauty and pleasure articles.
Do not invest money in every day living
articles. You will have happiness at home,
birth of child, gifts and prosperity in family.
Good health and gain.

Good transit for spiritual focus. Pleasure in
charitable activities, helping others,
especially loved ones who are near and
dear. Be careful not to give false hopes of
support to others.

Mercury in Capricorn transits four
houses from your Moon.

Mercury in Capricorn transits two
houses from your Ascendant.

This transit indicates fulfillment of your
plans, schemes and contracts etc. for gain
of money and enjoyment. Prosperity to
relations and family, happiness, contacts
with good persons, domestic happiness
and prosperity. Family matters will be
settled. Communications will be gainful.

Right thinking in material, intellectual or
spiritual side. You may enter into
negotiations with others regarding money or
property including business and its
expansion. In case of affliction avoid making
financial or property deals during this period.
Your mind will be cloudy and may be misled
by others. This transit gives financial gain,
reliable friends, good meals and success in
undertakings, but there may be some unjust
blame or scandal.

Sun in Capricorn transits four houses
from your Moon.

Sun in Capricorn transits two houses
from your Ascendant.

During this period, one may suffer misery,
fear, domestic unhappiness, ill health,
pressure from creditors, fear of ailments
and loss of respect; as also financial
stress, sorrows, impediments in married
life and in sexual enjoyment. Quarrels and
disputes with family. Problems regarding
property, Land etc., Difficulties in journeys
and discomforts from vehicles. Use this

Loss of money, financial worries, fear,
unhappiness. May be cheated by others and
may become obstinate. Anxiety, deceitful
nature, keeping the company of mean
persons. Quarrels with relatives and friends
and unsuccessful actions. The
temperament becomes harsh and mean.
Danger of loss in business. Headache and
eye troubles. Property and resources may

Ending
Jan 4, 2008
at 7:50 AM

ME-KE-MO

Ending
Jan 19, 2008
at 6:05 AM

ME-KE-MA

Ending
Mar 10, 2008
at 4:55 AM

ME-KE-MA

Ending
Feb 13, 2008
at 3:25 AM

ME-KE-RA
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Transit Readings for Hari Dasi
Covering the period MAR 15, 2007 to MAR 14, 2009

Beginning
Jan 19, 2008
at 6:05 AM

C i
Venus in
Sagittarius

Beginning
Feb 12, 2008
at 3:05 PM

C j
Venus in
Capricorn

Beginning
Feb 13, 2008
at 3:25 AM

A k
Sun in Aquarius

Printed on FEB 17, 2007 at 10:05 PM

period especially in contemplation and
meditation. Past events may now bring
consequences. Analyzing the effects your
past family experience may have had upon
you with the help of a counselor may be
helpful.

be adversely affected. Parties and invitations
should be avoided during this month.

Venus in Sagittarius transits three
houses from your Moon.

Venus in Sagittarius transits one
houses from your Ascendant.

Your activities will be more pleasant and
agreeable. Social life combined with parties
and gatherings are more enjoyable. Gain
through exchange of letters. A period of love
and harmony. This transit indicates
prosperity, happiness, gain of wealth,
success, favor and profits from friends and
relations. Increased influence and honor.
Gain of luxury articles, good pleasures and
lovable company.

A transit of several days influencing your
manner of expression to others for
enjoyment, pleasure and happiness. Good
for personal compromise. Peace with
others, good food and clothes, sound sleep,
articles of luxury and enjoyment of marital
relations. Success in education, new
position and status etc. You may attract
others but do not manipulate them because
this will not be a long term influence. A good
time for travel.

Venus in Capricorn transits four houses
from your Moon.

Venus in Capricorn transits two houses
from your Ascendant.

A period of domestic happiness and
comforts. You will have an amiable nature
and there will be a congenial atmosphere
in the family. Good relationship with
parents. Financial gain, improvement in
residence and pleasant journeys are
indicated. Digestive trouble is indicated;
watch what you eat. Increased power and
influence, gain from agriculture or
profession. Good news.

A good transit for finances and material
possession. You may gain money but
control your spending. You can borrow
money. Investment can be advantageous
specially in beauty and pleasure articles. Do
not invest money in every day living articles.
You will have happiness at home, birth of
child, gifts and prosperity in family. Good
health and gain.

Sun in Aquarius transits five houses
from your Moon.

Sun in Aquarius transits three houses
from your Ascendant.

This causes mental tension,
embarrassment from enemies, ill health to
self and children, expenditure, accidents,
displeasure from those in authority and
separation from relatives. Express yourself
freely but do not dominate others. This
being a house of recreation and
amusement, you must enjoy to forget the
malefic effects as above. This is also a
house of spiritual discipline and prayer
which, if practiced, can nullify the negative
effects of this transit. Assess your
relationships with your children for future
good will.

Take care of your surroundings and
increase your interaction with friends,
neighbors, relations with business
associates, people with whom you deal
daily. You should listen to others more than
acting independently. A good time to
accelerate the tempo of your life to do new
things. Study of a new subject, and short
journeys will be fruitful. Gain through
communication. It also indicates financial
gain, new position and status, happiness,
good health, success over opponents and
domestic comforts. This is a good time to
approach superiors and be recognized by
them. Special honor, courage and better
position in life are results of this transit.
Gain through children and friendships with
good people.

Ending
Feb 12, 2008
at 3:05 PM

ME-KE-RA

Ending
Mar 7, 2008
at 9:45 PM

ME-KE-RA

Ending
Mar 14, 2008
at 12:20 AM

ME-KE-RA
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Transit Readings for Hari Dasi
Covering the period MAR 15, 2007 to MAR 14, 2009
Beginning
Mar 7, 2008
at 9:45 PM

C k
Venus in
Aquarius

Beginning
Mar 10, 2008
at 4:55 AM

B k
Mercury in
Aquarius

Beginning
Mar 14, 2008
at 12:20 AM

A l
Sun in Pisces

Beginning
Mar 30, 2008
at 4:00 AM

B l
Mercury in Pisces

Printed on FEB 17, 2007 at 10:05 PM

Venus in Aquarius transits five houses
from your Moon.

Venus in Aquarius transits three houses
from your Ascendant.

Happiness from elders and children. The
son will get good position in profession.
Gain of money, birth of child, honor from
superiors and elders. Helpful friends,
virtuous deeds and fame. A good time for
entertainment, amusement as well as
affairs of children. Love relationship will be
favorable. Try to stay balanced.

Your activities will be more pleasant and
agreeable. Social life combined with parties
and gatherings are more enjoyable. Gain
through exchange of letters. A period of love
and harmony. This transit indicates
prosperity, happiness, gain of wealth,
success, favor and profits from friends and
relations. Increased influence and honor.
Gain of luxury articles, good pleasures and
lovable company.

Mercury in Aquarius transits five houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Aquarius transits three
houses from your Ascendant.

You will express yourself well but watch for
a quarrelling tendency, especially with
children. Games or reading may upset your
peace of mind. In case of affliction of
Mercury in your birth chart, you may suffer
financial loss, wasted energy, dishonor and
disharmony in domestic surroundings.

Group discussions, meeting new people,
short-distance travel and contact with
neighbors and relatives. A favorable time for
intellectual works. Not a good time to relax.
Fear from opponents, disharmony and
disputes with officers and others;
humiliation and loss of money. Use this
transit time to gather information rather than
to act.

Sun in Pisces transits six houses from
your Moon.

Sun in Pisces transits four houses from
your Ascendant.

The sixth house is known as the house of
work, of tasks that need to be done now for
efficiency and effectiveness. You can work
clearly and sharply in your work. You must
act according to the wishes of others. In
service, you should work according to
directions. If independent in service, take
care of your subordinates and have self
control for good results and satisfaction.
Take care of your health for good results.
Victory over opponents, happiness, favor
from superiors, peace of mind, gain in
service and efforts are indicated with this
transit. Cheerfulness in undertakings and
success therein. Sorrows are disspelled
and mental satisfaction is achieved. There
will be general success, good clothes and
comfort.

During this period, one may suffer misery,
fear, domestic unhappiness, ill health,
pressure from creditors, fear of ailments and
loss of respect; as also financial stress,
sorrows, impediments in married life and in
sexual enjoyment. Quarrels and disputes
with family. Problems regarding property,
Land etc., Difficulties in journeys and
discomforts from vehicles. Use this period
especially in contemplation and meditation.
Past events may now bring consequences.
Analyzing the effects your past family
experience may have had upon you with the
help of a counselor may be helpful.

Mercury in Pisces transits six houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Pisces transits four houses
from your Ascendant.

Health and work are signified by this house.
Excellent time for mental work to gain
success and popularity. Plan your projects
carefully for successful results. Mental and
domestic happiness, victory over enemies

This transit indicates fulfillment of your
plans, schemes and contracts etc. for gain
of money and enjoyment. Prosperity to
relations and family, happiness, contacts
with good persons, domestic happiness

Ending
Apr 1, 2008
at 4:25 AM

ME-KE-JU

Ending
Mar 30, 2008
at 4:00 AM

ME-KE-JU

Ending
Apr 13, 2008
at 8:50 AM

ME-KE-JU

Ending
Apr 14, 2008
at 8:15 PM

ME-KE-JU
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Transit Readings for Hari Dasi
Covering the period MAR 15, 2007 to MAR 14, 2009

Beginning
Apr 1, 2008
at 4:25 AM

C l
Venus in Pisces

Beginning
Apr 13, 2008
at 8:50 AM

A a
Sun in Aries

Beginning
Apr 14, 2008
at 8:15 PM

B a
Mercury in Aries

Printed on FEB 17, 2007 at 10:05 PM

and renown are indicated. Good
relationships with officers and
subordinates are possible, so do not
criticize anyone. Affliction to this house or to
Mercury can adversely affect your health. Do
not strain your body during this time. Take
extra care for your health.

and prosperity. Family matters will be
settled. Communications will be gainful.

Venus in Pisces transits six houses
from your Moon.

Venus in Pisces transits four houses
from your Ascendant.

You may confront difficulties, because this
is not a happy position for Venus. Irritation,
dishonor, illness to wife and anxiety may be
experienced. Problems in relationship may
arise. But this may be a good period for
service and for good relationships with
superiors and employees, gain of
unexpected money. Increased expenditure,
disputes and losses maybe experienced.
Good health is indicated, but avoid overeating. Not a favorable position for
romance.

A period of domestic happiness and
comforts. You will have an amiable nature
and there will be a congenial atmosphere in
the family. Good relationship with parents.
Financial gain, improvement in residence
and pleasant journeys are indicated.
Digestive trouble is indicated; watch what
you eat. Increased power and influence, gain
from agriculture or profession. Good news.

Sun in Aries transits seven houses from
your Moon.

Sun in Aries transits five houses from
your Ascendant.

This house is associated with partnership
such as marriage, legal or otherwise,
business, existing relationships, law suits
in partnership. During this transit you may
form new relationships for various
purposes. Examine your relationship with
your spouse for better cooperation. You
must be effective for your partner as he or
she is for you. Unsuccessful efforts and
troubles are indicated. Do not take action
alone; work with a partner or consult with an
expert in that specific field. Do not enter into
direct conflict during this month. Avoid
wearisome traveling. Take precautions
against stomach and anal diseases,
indigestion, painful urination etc. You may
suffer humiliation, loss of money, quarrels
with wife, anxiety and depression of mind.
Health of wife and children may be afflicted.

This causes mental tension,
embarrassment from enemies, ill health to
self and children, expenditure, accidents,
displeasure from those in authority and
separation from relatives. Express yourself
freely but do not dominate others. This being
a house of recreation and amusement, you
must enjoy to forget the malefic effects as
above. This is also a house of spiritual
discipline and prayer which, if practiced, can
nullify the negative effects of this transit.
Assess your relationships with your children
for future good will.

Mercury in Aries transits seven houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Aries transits five houses
from your Ascendant.

You can explain any issue in detail to your
spouse or partner to avoid mental worry or
misunderstanding which will help you
greatly. Do not think or act alone but try to
take help of others. Discuss your difficulties
with those in your life with whom you are
intimate to avert dishonor, separation,
domestic worries and disagreement with
close relations, friends etc. Arguments and

You will express yourself well but watch for a
quarrelling tendency, especially with
children. Games or reading may upset your
peace of mind. In case of affliction of Mercury
in your birth chart, you may suffer financial
loss, wasted energy, dishonor and
disharmony in domestic surroundings.

Ending
Apr 25, 2008
at 12:05 PM

ME-KE-JU

Ending
May 14, 2008
at 5:45 AM

ME-KE-JU

Ending
Apr 29, 2008
at 8:05 AM

ME-KE-JU
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Printed on FEB 17, 2007 at 10:05 PM

controversies can be avoided. You can
enter into negotiations and contracts about
any matter if Mercury is not afflicted; if so,
avoid or postpone them.
Beginning
Apr 25, 2008
at 12:05 PM

C a
Venus in Aries

Beginning
Apr 28, 2008
at 5:00 AM

F d
Mars in Cancer

Beginning
Apr 29, 2008
at 8:05 AM

B b
Mercury in Taurus

Venus in Aries transits seven houses
from your Moon.

Venus in Aries transits five houses from
your Ascendant.

Best position for all relationships. You may
enter marriage if unmarried, and be
blessed. A good time for expression of
feelings of love and affection which will be
reciprocated equally. In profession,
partnership will be gainful and of mutual
benefit. If you are in conflict in your life, this
is the best transit for trying again. Persons
even openly hostile to you will be receptive
to your overtures. There may be legal
confrontations, law suits, but you can settle
outside law courts.

Happiness from elders and children. The
son will get good position in profession.
Gain of money, birth of child, honor from
superiors and elders. Helpful friends,
virtuous deeds and fame. A good time for
entertainment, amusement as well as
affairs of children. Love relationship will be
favorable. Try to stay balanced.

Mars in Cancer transits ten houses from
your Moon.

Mars in Cancer transits eight houses
from your Ascendant.

There may be scandal, loss of credit and
reputation. May be a good period for Mars
men. Failure in attempts, ill health, fear and
enmity. May cause some anxiety about
profession but the second half of the transit
will give good effects. You must act carefully
yet dilligently and recognize the needs of
others, being tolerant also. Act
independently. Conflict with persons in
positions of authority is denoted. Conflicts
with co-workers can also arise. Be aware of
their tendency to want to block your efforts
and make your advancement difficult. Avoid
conflict. Revenge will cost you more.

Mars here causes fever, fear, accidents and
wounds, sinful acts, loss of money, blood
poisoning, mental worry and fatigue etc. The
effects can be either subtle or blatant. Your
ego will have confrontation with others . 8th
house being the house of values that you
share with others will cause powerful effects
in him or her which may be cause a change
in you. With your wife there may be
disagreement. Not a good time to raise a
loan from anybody. The transit stimulates
sex as an expression of your ego. This
transit may transform you.

Mercury in Taurus transits eight houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Taurus transits six houses
from your Ascendant.

Deep thinking and action will pay off for you
more than usual, but do not be carried away
by thoughts. you can benefit through joint
finance and property dealings if Mercury is
not afflicted.

Health and work are signified by this house.
Excellent time for mental work to gain
success and popularity. Plan your projects
carefully for successful results. Mental and
domestic happiness, victory over enemies
and renown are indicated. Good
relationships with officers and subordinates
are possible, so do not criticize anyone.
Affliction to this house or to Mercury can
adversely affect your health. Do not strain
your body during this time. Take extra care
for your health.

Ending
May 19, 2008
at 9:10 PM

ME-KE-SA

Ending
Jun 21, 2008
at 7:10 AM

ME-KE-SA

Ending
Jul 6, 2008
at 9:25 AM

ME-KE-SA
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Transit Readings for Hari Dasi
Covering the period MAR 15, 2007 to MAR 14, 2009
Beginning
Apr 30, 2008
at 3:06 AM

P j
Rahu in
Capricorn

Beginning
Apr 30, 2008
at 3:06 AM

Q d
Ketu in Cancer

Beginning
May 14, 2008
at 5:45 AM

A b
Sun in Taurus

Printed on FEB 17, 2007 at 10:05 PM

Rahu in Capricorn transits four houses
from your Moon.

Rahu in Capricorn transits two houses
from your Ascendant.

The native may acquire property and a
vehicle and have a happy domestic life.
There may be gain from mother but chance
of a law suit. New pursuits should not be
started. Complete old ones already begun
which will give you benefits. Mother may be
unwell, native may suffer psychologically.

Fulfillment of desires for personal
possessions. Financial condition will
improve, fame will be received. One will
become practical and have physical
endurance and perseverance. Relations
with persons of good standing and position
will improve and be helpful for gain.
Fearless, danger from weapon, influenced
by mean persons.

Ketu in Cancer transits ten houses from
your Moon.

Ketu in Cancer transits eight houses
from your Ascendant.

Ketu brings disappointments,
dissatisfaction and changes connected
with one's profession. One should be
helpful to others, the native should have
control over self desires, ambitions and
powers. He should consolidate what he
has already attained and should not be over
ambitious for more lest it may create
troubles for him. Delay in all matters is
indicated. Troubles through father, fall from
high place.

Loss and careful handling of legacies,
other's money and insurance etc. Gain
through possessions of dead and that of
their property. One will have an extreme
interest in sexual matters outside the family
and will not care for the satisfaction of his
wife. The native should be very careful in
handling the affairs of his life during this
period. Secret diseases.

Sun in Taurus transits eight houses
from your Moon.

Sun in Taurus transits six houses from
your Ascendant.

There may be fear, anxiety and irritability. An
encounter with someone will bring very
powerful changes in your life. This person
may challenge your value structure, or there
may be a powerful intermeshing of your
personalities. Safeguard against diseases
and high blood pressure for your longevity.
There may be affliction to health of wife or
children. This is a house of death. It also
usually means death of some aspect of
yourself or your life rather than death of a
person. Under rare conditions, (with many
other indications), this transit can mean an
actual death. Joint finances can cause
worry, you may be worried about trying to
borrow money or get financial backing from
a bank. This transit indicates displeasure
from authority figures, suffering from
excessive heat, quarrel with friends,
association with wicked people, extravagant
expenditure and loss through opposition.

The sixth house is known as the house of
work, of tasks that need to be done now for
efficiency and effectiveness. You can work
clearly and sharply in your work. You must
act according to the wishes of others. In
service, you should work according to
directions. If independent in service, take
care of your subordinates and have self
control for good results and satisfaction.
Take care of your health for good results.
Victory over opponents, happiness, favor
from superiors, peace of mind, gain in
service and efforts are indicated with this
transit. Cheerfulness in undertakings and
success therein. Sorrows are disspelled
and mental satisfaction is achieved. There
will be general success, good clothes and
comfort.

Ending
Nov 17, 2009
at 6:06 AM

ME-KE-SA

Ending
Nov 17, 2009
at 6:06 AM

ME-KE-SA

Ending
Jun 14, 2008
at 12:25 PM

ME-KE-SA
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Beginning
May 19, 2008
at 9:10 PM

C b
Venus in Taurus

Beginning
Jun 13, 2008
at 7:05 AM

C c
Venus in Gemini

Beginning
Jun 14, 2008
at 12:25 PM

A c
Sun in Gemini

Printed on FEB 17, 2007 at 10:05 PM

Venus in Taurus transits eight houses
from your Moon.

Venus in Taurus transits six houses
from your Ascendant.

Gain of wealth through spouse, your
business partner or financial institution.
Union with partner, wife or beloved. Good
health, Love relationship now started will be
a lasting one. Aquisition of property is
possible. Pleasure through opposite sex,
domestic bliss, fame, honor and all round
prosperity.

You may confront difficulties, because this is
not a happy position for Venus. Irritation,
dishonor, illness to wife and anxiety may be
experienced. Problems in relationship may
arise. But this may be a good period for
service and for good relationships with
superiors and employees, gain of
unexpected money. Increased expenditure,
disputes and losses maybe experienced.
Good health is indicated, but avoid overeating. Not a favorable position for romance.

Venus in Gemini transits nine houses
from your Moon.

Venus in Gemini transits seven houses
from your Ascendant.

Good deeds and friends, gain, mental
happiness, romance and charity,
donations, comforts, marriage, distant
travel for loved ones, respect from elders
and preceptors, increased knowledge,
fame and prosperity. Love or experience of
beauty in art, pleasures and amusement.
Love relations will give you good
experiences. Association with a new who is
better educated and experienced than
yourself which will be quite helpful and
gainful. Easy and rewarding transit.

Best position for all relationships. You may
enter marriage if unmarried, and be
blessed. A good time for expression of
feelings of love and affection which will be
reciprocated equally. In profession,
partnership will be gainful and of mutual
benefit. If you are in conflict in your life, this
is the best transit for trying again. Persons
even openly hostile to you will be receptive to
your overtures. There may be legal
confrontations, law suits, but you can settle
outside law courts.

Sun in Gemini transits nine houses from
your Moon.

Sun in Gemini transits seven houses
from your Ascendant.

This house indicates religious and spiritual
concerns in general. You will travel,
meeting saints and teachers from different
backgrounds through whom you will be
exposed to new subjects which will benefit
you. This transit can indicate involvement or
concern with law, even if only to investigate
a principle of law. During this transit you
may become rash, quarrel with elders,
suffer disgrace and worry, loss of money,
false accusation or become diseased. A
disturbed mind is also indicated, as also
separation from loved ones, inclination for
low deeds, despondency or enmity on
account of money.

This house is associated with partnership
such as marriage, legal or otherwise,
business, existing relationships, law suits in
partnership. During this transit you may form
new relationships for various purposes.
Examine your relationship with your spouse
for better cooperation. You must be effective
for your partner as he or she is for you.
Unsuccessful efforts and troubles are
indicated. Do not take action alone; work
with a partner or consult with an expert in
that specific field. Do not enter into direct
conflict during this month. Avoid wearisome
traveling. Take precautions against
stomach and anal diseases, indigestion,
painful urination etc. You may suffer
humiliation, loss of money, quarrels with
wife, anxiety and depression of mind. Health
of wife and children may be afflicted.

Ending
Jun 13, 2008
at 7:05 AM

ME-KE-SA

Ending
Jul 7, 2008
at 5:00 PM

ME-KE-SA

Ending
Jul 15, 2008
at 11:15 PM

ME-KE-SA
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Beginning
Jun 21, 2008
at 7:10 AM

F e
Mars in Leo

Beginning
Jul 6, 2008
at 9:25 AM

B c
Mercury in Gemini

Beginning
Jul 7, 2008
at 5:00 PM

C d

Mars in Leo transits eleven houses from
your Moon.

Mars in Leo transits nine houses from
your Ascendant.

Mars passing through the 11th house
indicates troubles through friends and
acquaintances, but living and working
cooperatively with others will give good
results. Team-work is the watchword with
Mars in this house. Keep balance
everywhere for better success. Gain of
money is indicated. Another person's
conflicting views can be handled through
correct energy, team spirit and in a
cooperative way. Sports will be rewarding.
On the whole you may have financial gain,
good health, happiness and enjoyment,
gain of property, birth of son, acquisition of
luxuries and amusements. A period of
success.

You will be enthusiastic and may have rash
speech. You can do more creative and
intellectual work than usual. You will have
influence over others who will have a good
impression of you, but do not be dogmatic in
your opinion or force your views upon others.
Expansion in your sphere is very likely which
will prove good. Possibility of accident during
travel, but only if other indications in the birth
chart point to this also. This is house of law
and the courts. Under certain circumstances
this transit can indicate legal difficulties, in
case of serious afflictions to 9th house, this
could be bad for you. This transit may cause
mental anxiety, wearisome journeys,
humiliations and loss of wealth.

Mercury in Gemini transits nine houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Gemini transits seven
houses from your Ascendant.

A good period for study. Subjects relating to
foreign places, law, philosophy or higher
knowledge of any kind will be beneficial.
You may have dealings with officials of law.
Good time for travel, conversation and
communication with others. In case of
affliction or otherwise, impediments, loss of
money, wearisome traveling, obstacles and
disagreement with relations. But in the
latter half, honor and position.

You can explain any issue in detail to your
spouse or partner to avoid mental worry or
misunderstanding which will help you
greatly. Do not think or act alone but try to
take help of others. Discuss your difficulties
with those in your life with whom you are
intimate to avert dishonor, separation,
domestic worries and disagreement with
close relations, friends etc. Arguments and
controversies can be avoided. You can enter
into negotiations and contracts about any
matter if Mercury is not afflicted; if so, avoid
or postpone them.

Venus in Cancer transits ten houses
from your Moon.

Venus in Cancer transits eight houses
from your Ascendant.

A favorable transit for business and
profession. Persons in authority will be
favorable and helpful to you.

Gain of wealth through spouse, your
business partner or financial institution.
Union with partner, wife or beloved. Good
health, Love relationship now started will be
a lasting one. Aquisition of property is
possible. Pleasure through opposite sex,
domestic bliss, fame, honor and all round
prosperity.

Venus in Cancer

Beginning
Jul 15, 2008
at 11:15 PM

A d
Sun in Cancer

Printed on FEB 17, 2007 at 10:05 PM

Sun in Cancer transits ten houses from
your Moon.

Sun in Cancer transits eight houses
from your Ascendant.

Victory over opposition, successful
completion of mighty undertakings,
happiness, wealth and gain of luxury items,
freedom from disease and association with
persons in authority are indicated by this

There may be fear, anxiety and irritability. An
encounter with someone will bring very
powerful changes in your life. This person
may challenge your value structure, or there
may be a powerful intermeshing of your

Ending
Aug 9, 2008
at 5:05 PM

ME-KE-ME

Ending
Jul 23, 2008
at 11:20 AM

ME-KE-ME

Ending
Aug 1, 2008
at 2:40 AM

ME-KE-ME

Ending
Aug 16, 2008
at 7:45 AM

ME-KE-ME
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transit. Success or promotion at service,
profession or business. Gain of prestige
and comforts through friends and others.
You will get a better position in your career
and society which will increase your
reputation and standing. You will be in the
limelight either on a small or large scale as
per the normal course of your life. You may
be entrusted with an important project
which will be a good opportunity to prove
your worth. Your relationship with your
father will be good during this time. Watch
your actions; do not do anything in an
underhanded manner. You would be
exposed. The difficulty is usually indicated
by a simultaneous transit of another planet
that affects the tenth house.

personalities. Safeguard against diseases
and high blood pressure for your longevity.
There may be affliction to health of wife or
children. This is a house of death. It also
usually means death of some aspect of
yourself or your life rather than death of a
person. Under rare conditions, (with many
other indications), this transit can mean an
actual death. Joint finances can cause
worry, you may be worried about trying to
borrow money or get financial backing from
a bank. This transit indicates displeasure
from authority figures, suffering from
excessive heat, quarrel with friends,
association with wicked people, extravagant
expenditure and loss through opposition.

Mercury in Cancer transits ten houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Cancer transits eight houses
from your Ascendant.

Good health, financial gain and all around
success and happiness are results of this
transit. A Good period for rise in
profession. You may make plans for
change or talk to superiors about your work
progress for promotion. A good time for
study of new subjects. Communications
will be gainful with the outside world,
through advertising, contracts or
negotiations. Check that there be not any
afflicted planet in the 10th house in the
chart and that it is not being transited by
another planet at the same time.

Deep thinking and action will pay off for you
more than usual, but do not be carried away
by thoughts. you can benefit through joint
finance and property dealings if Mercury is
not afflicted.

Venus in Leo transits eleven houses
from your Moon.

Venus in Leo transits nine houses from
your Ascendant.

Gain of friends and articles of luxury,
association with opposite sex, mental and
domestic happiness, gain of money and
prosperity. Happiness at home and
increase in income are indicated. A very
good period for team or group work, being
friendly to all, having parties, and for all
pleasure pursuits. People in all spheres
will be affectionate.

Good deeds and friends, gain, mental
happiness, romance and charity, donations,
comforts, marriage, distant travel for loved
ones, respect from elders and preceptors,
increased knowledge, fame and prosperity.
Love or experience of beauty in art,
pleasures and amusement. Love relations
will give you good experiences. Association
with a new who is better educated and
experienced than yourself which will be quite
helpful and gainful. Easy and rewarding
transit.

Mercury in Leo transits eleven houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Leo transits nine houses
from your Ascendant.

This is a time of increased
communications and social intercourse.
You may develop new friendships with
youngsters. Happiness at home, prosperity,
gain of money, honor, satisfaction- a good

A good period for study. Subjects relating to
foreign places, law, philosophy or higher
knowledge of any kind will be beneficial. You
may have dealings with officials of law. Good
time for travel, conversation and

Ending
Aug 7, 2008
at 1:45 AM

ME-KE-ME

Ending
Aug 25, 2008
at 12:50 PM

ME-KE-ME

Ending
Aug 24, 2008
at 6:00 PM

ME-VE-VE
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and favorable time. Group working will be
beneficial. Intellectual exchanges with
friends.

communication with others. In case of
affliction or otherwise, impediments, loss of
money, wearisome traveling, obstacles and
disagreement with relations. But in the latter
half, honor and position.

Mars in Virgo transits twelve houses
from your Moon.

Mars in Virgo transits ten houses from
your Ascendant.

There may be false accusations and
troubles through opponents. One will
experience loss of wealth, unwanted and
uncalled for expenditure. Quarrels with wife,
loss through enemies, mental worries, eye
troubles, complaints related to excess bile,
troubles through women, dishonor and
losses. This is a difficult transit if not
handled properly, especially if in the birth
chart there is any affliction to planets in this
house. Can be a time of frustration and self
denial. You won't be recognized for your
work. You'll be irritable and uneasy and
when you try to make an impression upon
others or assert yourself, you create a
wrong impression, undermining your
position. Secret opponents will create
troubles for you. If you feel emotionally
upset, refrain from any type of significant
confrontation with others. This is the best
time to work alone as much as possible,
and helping others, charitable activities will
be suitable such as research in laboratory
or library will be beneficial. Plan your
projects which you can begin when Mars
leaves the 12th house.

There may be scandal, loss of credit and
reputation. May be a good period for Mars
men. Failure in attempts, ill health, fear and
enmity. May cause some anxiety about
profession but the second half of the transit
will give good effects. You must act carefully
yet dilligently and recognize the needs of
others, being tolerant also. Act
independently. Conflict with persons in
positions of authority is denoted. Conflicts
with co-workers can also arise. Be aware of
their tendency to want to block your efforts
and make your advancement difficult. Avoid
conflict. Revenge will cost you more.

Sun in Leo transits eleven houses from
your Moon.

Sun in Leo transits nine houses from
your Ascendant.

A period of cooperation with others.
Engaging in group efforts and projects in
your personal and professional life will be
the most effective way to accomplish your
aim. Be social and study the people around
you. Gain through friends and elders.
Enjoyment of new position, honor, gain of
money, happiness. Success and prosperity
in undertakings, good food, domestic bliss,
a good health, will perform religious
ceremonies and good deeds and gain
through father.

This house indicates religious and spiritual
concerns in general. You will travel, meeting
saints and teachers from different
backgrounds through whom you will be
exposed to new subjects which will benefit
you. This transit can indicate involvement or
concern with law, even if only to investigate a
principle of law. During this transit you may
become rash, quarrel with elders, suffer
disgrace and worry, loss of money, false
accusation or become diseased. A
disturbed mind is also indicated, as also
separation from loved ones, inclination for
low deeds, despondency or enmity on
account of money.

Ending
Sep 25, 2008
at 1:15 AM

ME-VE-VE

Ending
Sep 16, 2008
at 7:40 AM

ME-VE-VE
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Mercury in Virgo transits twelve houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Virgo transits ten houses
from your Ascendant.

Secretive talks and secret works. People
may speak against you and you may
experience humiliation, disputes,
misunderstanding with wife, friends and
relatives. Disgrace through opponents.
Study will be beneficial. You will have an
increased ability for research into spiritual
and religious matters. Heavy expenditure
and loss of money is indicated.

Good health, financial gain and all around
success and happiness are results of this
transit. A Good period for rise in profession.
You may make plans for change or talk to
superiors about your work progress for
promotion. A good time for study of new
subjects. Communications will be gainful
with the outside world, through advertising,
contracts or negotiations. Check that there
be not any afflicted planet in the 10th house
in the chart and that it is not being transited
by another planet at the same time.

Venus in Virgo transits twelve houses
from your Moon.

Venus in Virgo transits ten houses from
your Ascendant.

Good transit for spiritual focus. Pleasure in
charitable activities, helping others,
especially loved ones who are near and
dear. Be careful not to give false hopes of
support to others.

A favorable transit for business and
profession. Persons in authority will be
favorable and helpful to you.

Sun in Virgo transits twelve houses
from your Moon.

Sun in Virgo transits ten houses from
your Ascendant.

One more year ends with this transit.
Analyze this past year, acknowledging your
faults and virtues and be aware for the
future. Others, even friends, may cause you
loss and mental anxiety. Foreign travel, loss
of money, troubles and worries and afflicted
health (especially eyes and belly) are
indicated, as is disfavor from Superiors and
Government.

Victory over opposition, successful
completion of mighty undertakings,
happiness, wealth and gain of luxury items,
freedom from disease and association with
persons in authority are indicated by this
transit. Success or promotion at service,
profession or business. Gain of prestige
and comforts through friends and others.
You will get a better position in your career
and society which will increase your
reputation and standing. You will be in the
limelight either on a small or large scale as
per the normal course of your life. You may
be entrusted with an important project which
will be a good opportunity to prove your
worth. Your relationship with your father will
be good during this time. Watch your
actions; do not do anything in an
underhanded manner. You would be
exposed. The difficulty is usually indicated by
a simultaneous transit of another planet that
affects the tenth house.

Ending
Oct 31, 2008
at 5:10 PM

ME-VE-VE

Ending
Sep 19, 2008
at 12:35 AM

ME-VE-VE

Ending
Oct 16, 2008
at 7:40 PM
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Venus in Libra transits one houses from
your Moon.

Venus in Libra transits eleven houses
from your Ascendant.

A transit of several days influencing your
manner of expression to others for
enjoyment, pleasure and happiness. Good
for personal compromise. Peace with
others, good food and clothes, sound
sleep, articles of luxury and enjoyment of
marital relations. Success in education,
new position and status etc. You may
attract others but do not manipulate them
because this will not be a long term
influence. A good time for travel.

Gain of friends and articles of luxury,
association with opposite sex, mental and
domestic happiness, gain of money and
prosperity. Happiness at home and increase
in income are indicated. A very good period
for team or group work, being friendly to all,
having parties, and for all pleasure pursuits.
People in all spheres will be affectionate.

Mars in Libra transits one houses from
your Moon.

Mars in Libra transits eleven houses
from your Ascendant.

Mars passing through the 1st house
arouses the temper, and stimulates desire
towards action and impulse. It is a time to
make impressions upon others with great
activity with hard work. Every relationship
will be difficult to handle. Working
independently will pay off more than usual.
Dominance over others more than usual is
indicated in this transit. Being in a period for
more of a revengeful nature, you should not
fight if somebody attacks you. Be careful
against illness and accidents during the
period of this transit. You will feel dejected,
will face obstacles and the displeasure of
superiors. Guard against blood pressure.
This transit may cause separation from
relatives and friends.

Mars passing through the 11th house
indicates troubles through friends and
acquaintances, but living and working
cooperatively with others will give good
results. Team-work is the watchword with
Mars in this house. Keep balance
everywhere for better success. Gain of
money is indicated. Another person's
conflicting views can be handled through
correct energy, team spirit and in a
cooperative way. Sports will be rewarding.
On the whole you may have financial gain,
good health, happiness and enjoyment, gain
of property, birth of son, acquisition of
luxuries and amusements. A period of
success.

Venus in Scorpio transits two houses
from your Moon.

Venus in Scorpio transits twelve houses
from your Ascendant.

A good transit for finances and material
possession. You may gain money but
control your spending. You can borrow
money. Investment can be advantageous
specially in beauty and pleasure articles.
Do not invest money in every day living
articles. You will have happiness at home,
birth of child, gifts and prosperity in family.
Good health and gain.

Good transit for spiritual focus. Pleasure in
charitable activities, helping others,
especially loved ones who are near and
dear. Be careful not to give false hopes of
support to others.

Sun in Libra transits one houses from
your Moon.

Sun in Libra transits eleven houses from
your Ascendant.

Loss of house, prestige, position and
wealth; ill health like blood pressure,
suffering from fatigue, stomach ache, chest
pain, asthma, eye disease etc. One will
become irritated and may undertake a

A period of cooperation with others.
Engaging in group efforts and projects in
your personal and professional life will be
the most effective way to accomplish your
aim. Be social and study the people around

Ending
Oct 13, 2008
at 3:25 PM

ME-VE-VE

Ending
Nov 7, 2008
at 5:05 PM

ME-VE-VE

Ending
Nov 7, 2008
at 10:55 AM

ME-VE-VE

Ending
Nov 15, 2008
at 7:30 PM

ME-VE-VE
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wearisome journey or aimless traveling.
There may be obstacles in undertakings,
delay, separation from family, fear and
anxiety etc. You will care more for personal
matters, an excellent time to impress
others, but may find it difficult to work with
others and take proper care in your
profession. Under certain circumstances
there may be some marital problems; you
should try to solve them. Keep an eye on
yourself and your needs. There may be
separation from family in shape of transfer,
travel etc. Quarrels with friends and
relationship resulting in mental tension etc.

you. Gain through friends and elders.
Enjoyment of new position, honor, gain of
money, happiness. Success and prosperity
in undertakings, good food, domestic bliss,
a good health, will perform religious
ceremonies and good deeds and gain
through father.

Mercury in Libra transits one houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Libra transits eleven houses
from your Ascendant.

A good time to express your views and
examine yourself. Your mind will be more
active. Do not be deceptive and try to control
the tendency to vascillate often in your view
points. Short travels are indicated which will
be beneficial. In case Mercury is afflicted in
your birth chart or in transit in this house,
you may feel nervousness and anxiety. Try
to relax your thoughts. An afflicted Mercury
indicates an increase in low class
association and opponents, loss of wealth,
fear of being confined, mean speech and
an unsteady mind.

This is a time of increased communications
and social intercourse. You may develop
new friendships with youngsters. Happiness
at home, prosperity, gain of money, honor,
satisfaction- a good and favorable time.
Group working will be beneficial. Intellectual
exchanges with friends.

Venus in Sagittarius transits three
houses from your Moon.

Venus in Sagittarius transits one
houses from your Ascendant.

Your activities will be more pleasant and
agreeable. Social life combined with parties
and gatherings are more enjoyable. Gain
through exchange of letters. A period of love
and harmony. This transit indicates
prosperity, happiness, gain of wealth,
success, favor and profits from friends and
relations. Increased influence and honor.
Gain of luxury articles, good pleasures and
lovable company.

A transit of several days influencing your
manner of expression to others for
enjoyment, pleasure and happiness. Good
for personal compromise. Peace with
others, good food and clothes, sound sleep,
articles of luxury and enjoyment of marital
relations. Success in education, new
position and status etc. You may attract
others but do not manipulate them because
this will not be a long term influence. A good
time for travel.

Mars in Scorpio transits two houses
from your Moon.

Mars in Scorpio transits twelve houses
from your Ascendant.

May spark impulsive expenditures,
extravagance and some waste. Watch for
being too oversensitive regarding your
opinions and desires. You may suffer theft
or trouble from opposition or from
government, and subsequent anxiety.
Watch for having a harsh temperament and
entering into disputes. On the positive side,
your efforts to complete your work will be

There may be false accusations and
troubles through opponents. One will
experience loss of wealth, unwanted and
uncalled for expenditure. Quarrels with wife,
loss through enemies, mental worries, eye
troubles, complaints related to excess bile,
troubles through women, dishonor and
losses. This is a difficult transit if not
handled properly, especially if in the birth

Ending
Nov 19, 2008
at 8:10 AM

ME-VE-VE

Ending
Dec 2, 2008
at 4:05 PM

ME-VE-VE

Ending
Dec 19, 2008
at 1:50 AM

ME-VE-VE
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fruitful.

chart there is any affliction to planets in this
house. Can be a time of frustration and self
denial. You won't be recognized for your
work. You'll be irritable and uneasy and
when you try to make an impression upon
others or assert yourself, you create a wrong
impression, undermining your position.
Secret opponents will create troubles for
you. If you feel emotionally upset, refrain
from any type of significant confrontation with
others. This is the best time to work alone
as much as possible, and helping others,
charitable activities will be suitable such as
research in laboratory or library will be
beneficial. Plan your projects which you can
begin when Mars leaves the 12th house.

Sun in Scorpio transits two houses from
your Moon.

Sun in Scorpio transits twelve houses
from your Ascendant.

Loss of money, financial worries, fear,
unhappiness. May be cheated by others
and may become obstinate. Anxiety,
deceitful nature, keeping the company of
mean persons. Quarrels with relatives and
friends and unsuccessful actions. The
temperament becomes harsh and mean.
Danger of loss in business. Headache and
eye troubles. Property and resources may
be adversely affected. Parties and
invitations should be avoided during this
month.

One more year ends with this transit. Analyze
this past year, acknowledging your faults
and virtues and be aware for the future.
Others, even friends, may cause you loss
and mental anxiety. Foreign travel, loss of
money, troubles and worries and afflicted
health (especially eyes and belly) are
indicated, as is disfavor from Superiors and
Government.

Mercury in Scorpio transits two houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Scorpio transits twelve
houses from your Ascendant.

Right thinking in material, intellectual or
spiritual side. You may enter into
negotiations with others regarding money
or property including business and its
expansion. In case of affliction avoid
making financial or property deals during
this period. Your mind will be cloudy and
may be misled by others. This transit gives
financial gain, reliable friends, good meals
and success in undertakings, but there may
be some unjust blame or scandal.

Secretive talks and secret works. People
may speak against you and you may
experience humiliation, disputes,
misunderstanding with wife, friends and
relatives. Disgrace through opponents.
Study will be beneficial. You will have an
increased ability for research into spiritual
and religious matters. Heavy expenditure
and loss of money is indicated.

Venus in Capricorn transits four houses
from your Moon.

Venus in Capricorn transits two houses
from your Ascendant.

A period of domestic happiness and
comforts. You will have an amiable nature
and there will be a congenial atmosphere
in the family. Good relationship with
parents. Financial gain, improvement in
residence and pleasant journeys are
indicated. Digestive trouble is indicated;
watch what you eat. Increased power and

A good transit for finances and material
possession. You may gain money but
control your spending. You can borrow
money. Investment can be advantageous
specially in beauty and pleasure articles. Do
not invest money in every day living articles.
You will have happiness at home, birth of
child, gifts and prosperity in family. Good

Ending
Dec 15, 2008
at 10:05 AM

ME-VE-VE
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Dec 8, 2008
at 9:55 AM

ME-VE-VE

Ending
Dec 28, 2008
at 8:45 PM
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influence, gain from agriculture or
profession. Good news.

health and gain.

Mercury in Sagittarius transits three
houses from your Moon.

Mercury in Sagittarius transits one
houses from your Ascendant.

Group discussions, meeting new people,
short-distance travel and contact with
neighbors and relatives. A favorable time for
intellectual works. Not a good time to relax.
Fear from opponents, disharmony and
disputes with officers and others;
humiliation and loss of money. Use this
transit time to gather information rather than
to act.

A good time to express your views and
examine yourself. Your mind will be more
active. Do not be deceptive and try to control
the tendency to vascillate often in your view
points. Short travels are indicated which will
be beneficial. In case Mercury is afflicted in
your birth chart or in transit in this house, you
may feel nervousness and anxiety. Try to
relax your thoughts. An afflicted Mercury
indicates an increase in low class
association and opponents, loss of wealth,
fear of being confined, mean speech and an
unsteady mind.

Jupiter in Capricorn transits four
houses from your Moon.

Jupiter in Capricorn transits two houses
from your Ascendant.

Jupiter passing through 4th house is good
for domestic affairs and home life. Awaited
settlement matters will be settled. A good
transit for peace and security. Your home,
family, personal life, property and vehicles
will greatly improve during this transit. You
may acquire property or make additions or
alterations in your house. An investment in
real estate will be rewarding. Mutual
generous support among family.
Relationship with parents will be cordial
and you may gain through them. This
transit is best for making family life, home
and personal life more secure and
comfortable. Increase in confidence. You
will be able to handle your affairs more
wisely for a better future. If you handle this
transit properly, you will not feel alone.
Otherwise one will experience sorrows
through relations, loss of money, fear,
suffering of humiliations, false implications,
domestic unhappiness, and accidents
during traveling.

Jupiter passing through the 2nd house
increases financial prospects. If birth chart is
good for finances, it increases the income
and adds considerably to the possessions.
The native will acquire money and domestic
happiness. Defeat of opposition, marriage,
birth of son, new position and status are
indicated. The transit will be favorable in the
sphere of material possessions and
resources, but it is excellent also for an
increase in your spiritual standard as well
as other dimensions of your life. Guard
against mismanagement of your resources.
Comforts and pleasures will be at your
command. A good period for investment and
purchase of property.

Sun in Sagittarius transits three houses
from your Moon.

Sun in Sagittarius transits one houses
from your Ascendant.

Take care of your surroundings and
increase your interaction with friends,
neighbors, relations with business
associates, people with whom you deal
daily. You should listen to others more than
acting independently. A good time to
accelerate the tempo of your life to do new
things. Study of a new subject, and short
journeys will be fruitful. Gain through

Loss of house, prestige, position and
wealth; ill health like blood pressure,
suffering from fatigue, stomach ache, chest
pain, asthma, eye disease etc. One will
become irritated and may undertake a
wearisome journey or aimless traveling.
There may be obstacles in undertakings,
delay, separation from family, fear and
anxiety etc. You will care more for personal

Ending
Dec 27, 2008
at 8:15 PM
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communication. It also indicates financial
gain, new position and status, happiness,
good health, success over opponents and
domestic comforts. This is a good time to
approach superiors and be recognized by
them. Special honor, courage and better
position in life are results of this transit.
Gain through children and friendships with
good people.

matters, an excellent time to impress others,
but may find it difficult to work with others
and take proper care in your profession.
Under certain circumstances there may be
some marital problems; you should try to
solve them. Keep an eye on yourself and
your needs. There may be separation from
family in shape of transfer, travel etc.
Quarrels with friends and relationship
resulting in mental tension etc.

Mars in Sagittarius transits three
houses from your Moon.

Mars in Sagittarius transits one houses
from your Ascendant.

Possibility of accident during short travel.
The mind may be turbulent and hasty. Your
energies will be high, and there is
considerable danger of conflict with those
whom you contact on a daily basis, whether
neighbors or relatives. You will be
argumentative. Disagreement from others
on your views should not be taken as a
personal affront. A good period for
expressing yourself and any kind of
vigorous mental work. On the whole, you
will enjoy success, good health and
happiness, honor, authority and pleasure
from children as also gain from wife.

Mars passing through the 1st house
arouses the temper, and stimulates desire
towards action and impulse. It is a time to
make impressions upon others with great
activity with hard work. Every relationship will
be difficult to handle. Working independently
will pay off more than usual. Dominance
over others more than usual is indicated in
this transit. Being in a period for more of a
revengeful nature, you should not fight if
somebody attacks you. Be careful against
illness and accidents during the period of
this transit. You will feel dejected, will face
obstacles and the displeasure of superiors.
Guard against blood pressure. This transit
may cause separation from relatives and
friends.

Mercury in Capricorn transits four
houses from your Moon.

Mercury in Capricorn transits two
houses from your Ascendant.

This transit indicates fulfillment of your
plans, schemes and contracts etc. for gain
of money and enjoyment. Prosperity to
relations and family, happiness, contacts
with good persons, domestic happiness
and prosperity. Family matters will be
settled. Communications will be gainful.

Right thinking in material, intellectual or
spiritual side. You may enter into
negotiations with others regarding money or
property including business and its
expansion. In case of affliction avoid making
financial or property deals during this period.
Your mind will be cloudy and may be misled
by others. This transit gives financial gain,
reliable friends, good meals and success in
undertakings, but there may be some unjust
blame or scandal.

Venus in Aquarius transits five houses
from your Moon.

Venus in Aquarius transits three houses
from your Ascendant.

Happiness from elders and children. The
son will get good position in profession.
Gain of money, birth of child, honor from
superiors and elders. Helpful friends,
virtuous deeds and fame. A good time for
entertainment, amusement as well as
affairs of children. Love relationship will be
favorable. Try to stay balanced.

Your activities will be more pleasant and
agreeable. Social life combined with parties
and gatherings are more enjoyable. Gain
through exchange of letters. A period of love
and harmony. This transit indicates
prosperity, happiness, gain of wealth,
success, favor and profits from friends and
relations. Increased influence and honor.
Gain of luxury articles, good pleasures and

Ending
Jan 27, 2009
at 4:40 PM

ME-VE-VE

Ending
Jan 26, 2009
at 11:35 AM

ME-VE-VE

Ending
Jan 27, 2009
at 2:20 AM

ME-VE-VE
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lovable company.
Beginning
Jan 13, 2009
at 8:45 PM

A j
Sun in Capricorn

Beginning
Jan 26, 2009
at 11:35 AM

B i
Mercury in
Sagittarius

Beginning
Jan 27, 2009
at 2:20 AM

C l
Venus in Pisces

Sun in Capricorn transits four houses
from your Moon.

Sun in Capricorn transits two houses
from your Ascendant.

During this period, one may suffer misery,
fear, domestic unhappiness, ill health,
pressure from creditors, fear of ailments
and loss of respect; as also financial
stress, sorrows, impediments in married
life and in sexual enjoyment. Quarrels and
disputes with family. Problems regarding
property, Land etc., Difficulties in journeys
and discomforts from vehicles. Use this
period especially in contemplation and
meditation. Past events may now bring
consequences. Analyzing the effects your
past family experience may have had upon
you with the help of a counselor may be
helpful.

Loss of money, financial worries, fear,
unhappiness. May be cheated by others and
may become obstinate. Anxiety, deceitful
nature, keeping the company of mean
persons. Quarrels with relatives and friends
and unsuccessful actions. The
temperament becomes harsh and mean.
Danger of loss in business. Headache and
eye troubles. Property and resources may
be adversely affected. Parties and invitations
should be avoided during this month.

Mercury in Sagittarius transits three
houses from your Moon.

Mercury in Sagittarius transits one
houses from your Ascendant.

Group discussions, meeting new people,
short-distance travel and contact with
neighbors and relatives. A favorable time for
intellectual works. Not a good time to relax.
Fear from opponents, disharmony and
disputes with officers and others;
humiliation and loss of money. Use this
transit time to gather information rather than
to act.

A good time to express your views and
examine yourself. Your mind will be more
active. Do not be deceptive and try to control
the tendency to vascillate often in your view
points. Short travels are indicated which will
be beneficial. In case Mercury is afflicted in
your birth chart or in transit in this house, you
may feel nervousness and anxiety. Try to
relax your thoughts. An afflicted Mercury
indicates an increase in low class
association and opponents, loss of wealth,
fear of being confined, mean speech and an
unsteady mind.

Venus in Pisces transits six houses
from your Moon.

Venus in Pisces transits four houses
from your Ascendant.

You may confront difficulties, because this
is not a happy position for Venus. Irritation,
dishonor, illness to wife and anxiety may be
experienced. Problems in relationship may
arise. But this may be a good period for
service and for good relationships with
superiors and employees, gain of
unexpected money. Increased expenditure,
disputes and losses maybe experienced.
Good health is indicated, but avoid overeating. Not a favorable position for
romance.

A period of domestic happiness and
comforts. You will have an amiable nature
and there will be a congenial atmosphere in
the family. Good relationship with parents.
Financial gain, improvement in residence
and pleasant journeys are indicated.
Digestive trouble is indicated; watch what
you eat. Increased power and influence, gain
from agriculture or profession. Good news.

Ending
Feb 12, 2009
at 9:45 AM

ME-VE-VE

Ending
Feb 7, 2009
at 12:15 PM

ME-VE-SU

Ending
May 30, 2009
at 7:20 PM

ME-VE-SU
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Beginning
Jan 27, 2009
at 4:40 PM

F j
Mars in Capricorn

Beginning
Feb 7, 2009
at 12:15 PM

B j
Mercury in
Capricorn

Beginning
Feb 12, 2009
at 9:45 AM

A k
Sun in Aquarius
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Mars in Capricorn transits four houses
from your Moon.

Mars in Capricorn transits two houses
from your Ascendant.

Mars passing through 4th house is not
good for moving or change of residence.
For harmony in family life, you should
communicate on points of contention
during this transit. You will thus be able to
influence their point of view. Compulsive or
inappropriate behavior will aggravate things
to your disadvantage. Difficulties include:
relationship with parents, property disputes
and some blockage of your efforts in
professional life. Stay in control of yourself.
Domestic unhappiness is indicated.

May spark impulsive expenditures,
extravagance and some waste. Watch for
being too oversensitive regarding your
opinions and desires. You may suffer theft
or trouble from opposition or from
government, and subsequent anxiety. Watch
for having a harsh temperament and
entering into disputes. On the positive side,
your efforts to complete your work will be
fruitful.

Mercury in Capricorn transits four
houses from your Moon.

Mercury in Capricorn transits two
houses from your Ascendant.

This transit indicates fulfillment of your
plans, schemes and contracts etc. for gain
of money and enjoyment. Prosperity to
relations and family, happiness, contacts
with good persons, domestic happiness
and prosperity. Family matters will be
settled. Communications will be gainful.

Right thinking in material, intellectual or
spiritual side. You may enter into
negotiations with others regarding money or
property including business and its
expansion. In case of affliction avoid making
financial or property deals during this period.
Your mind will be cloudy and may be misled
by others. This transit gives financial gain,
reliable friends, good meals and success in
undertakings, but there may be some unjust
blame or scandal.

Sun in Aquarius transits five houses
from your Moon.

Sun in Aquarius transits three houses
from your Ascendant.

This causes mental tension,
embarrassment from enemies, ill health to
self and children, expenditure, accidents,
displeasure from those in authority and
separation from relatives. Express yourself
freely but do not dominate others. This
being a house of recreation and
amusement, you must enjoy to forget the
malefic effects as above. This is also a
house of spiritual discipline and prayer
which, if practiced, can nullify the negative
effects of this transit. Assess your
relationships with your children for future
good will.

Take care of your surroundings and
increase your interaction with friends,
neighbors, relations with business
associates, people with whom you deal
daily. You should listen to others more than
acting independently. A good time to
accelerate the tempo of your life to do new
things. Study of a new subject, and short
journeys will be fruitful. Gain through
communication. It also indicates financial
gain, new position and status, happiness,
good health, success over opponents and
domestic comforts. This is a good time to
approach superiors and be recognized by
them. Special honor, courage and better
position in life are results of this transit.
Gain through children and friendships with
good people.

Ending
Mar 7, 2009
at 6:50 AM

ME-VE-SU

Ending
Mar 4, 2009
at 6:05 PM

ME-VE-SU

Ending
Mar 14, 2009
at 6:35 AM

ME-VE-SU
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Beginning
Mar 4, 2009
at 6:05 PM

B k
Mercury in
Aquarius

Beginning
Mar 7, 2009
at 6:50 AM

F k
Mars in Aquarius

Beginning
Mar 14, 2009
at 6:35 AM

A l
Sun in Pisces
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Mercury in Aquarius transits five houses
from your Moon.

Mercury in Aquarius transits three
houses from your Ascendant.

You will express yourself well but watch for
a quarrelling tendency, especially with
children. Games or reading may upset your
peace of mind. In case of affliction of
Mercury in your birth chart, you may suffer
financial loss, wasted energy, dishonor and
disharmony in domestic surroundings.

Group discussions, meeting new people,
short-distance travel and contact with
neighbors and relatives. A favorable time for
intellectual works. Not a good time to relax.
Fear from opponents, disharmony and
disputes with officers and others;
humiliation and loss of money. Use this
transit time to gather information rather than
to act.

Mars in Aquarius transits five houses
from your Moon.

Mars in Aquarius transits three houses
from your Ascendant.

A passionate and extravagant period. Your
relationships with children will be strained.
Guard against accidents to self and
children as you may be less disciplined
and of irritable temperament during this
time. Be also on guard against improper
desires, trouble and quarrels, especially
with kids. Possibility of theft in your house.

Possibility of accident during short travel.
The mind may be turbulent and hasty. Your
energies will be high, and there is
considerable danger of conflict with those
whom you contact on a daily basis, whether
neighbors or relatives. You will be
argumentative. Disagreement from others
on your views should not be taken as a
personal affront. A good period for
expressing yourself and any kind of vigorous
mental work. On the whole, you will enjoy
success, good health and happiness,
honor, authority and pleasure from children
as also gain from wife.

Sun in Pisces transits six houses from
your Moon.

Sun in Pisces transits four houses from
your Ascendant.

The sixth house is known as the house of
work, of tasks that need to be done now for
efficiency and effectiveness. You can work
clearly and sharply in your work. You must
act according to the wishes of others. In
service, you should work according to
directions. If independent in service, take
care of your subordinates and have self
control for good results and satisfaction.
Take care of your health for good results.
Victory over opponents, happiness, favor
from superiors, peace of mind, gain in
service and efforts are indicated with this
transit. Cheerfulness in undertakings and
success therein. Sorrows are disspelled
and mental satisfaction is achieved. There
will be general success, good clothes and
comfort.

During this period, one may suffer misery,
fear, domestic unhappiness, ill health,
pressure from creditors, fear of ailments and
loss of respect; as also financial stress,
sorrows, impediments in married life and in
sexual enjoyment. Quarrels and disputes
with family. Problems regarding property,
Land etc., Difficulties in journeys and
discomforts from vehicles. Use this period
especially in contemplation and meditation.
Past events may now bring consequences.
Analyzing the effects your past family
experience may have had upon you with the
help of a counselor may be helpful.

Ending
Mar 22, 2009
at 12:00 PM

ME-VE-SU

Ending
Apr 14, 2009
at 3:50 PM

ME-VE-SU

Ending
Apr 13, 2009
at 3:05 PM

ME-VE-SU

